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ABSTRACT

Since the discoveries of Overhauser effects and DNA double helix structure, many
protein structures have been determined experimentally, especially by utilizing the Overhauser
effects. Biologists are not only able to describe the life phenomena but also to seek the
understanding of life mechanisms at molecular level. With the advent of high-throughput genome
sequencing technology, more and more genomes are available; consequently our ability to
sequence genomes has outstripped our ability to analyze the resulting data in order to determine
the functions and structures of proteins encoded in the genomes. Determination of protein
structures and functions using traditional laboratory methods is rather slow and expensive.
Therefore, our goal is to develop an automated machine learning based approach to provide
information concerning multiple functional relations among a large group of proteins
simultaneously through computational intelligence.
As of today, functions of most proteins are either completely unknown or not
completely known. This is due to the nature of complex protein-protein and protein-DNA
interactions and the limitations of experimental approaches and data mining techniques.
However, we are able to extract information concerning the protein functional relationship by
our new approach which performed a hierarchical decomposition of feature space. Such
approach transformed the difficult problem into simpler sub-problems so that complex
biomedical data can be utilized efficiently in solving the problems. We refer this new approach
as unsupervised and supervised tree (UST) because it combined the advantages of both
supervised and unsupervised learning. The core of UST is to construct a Maximum contract tree
(MCT) that allows us to establish many links among proteins of related functions.
Furthermore, we introduced a new machine learning classifier called Multiple-Labeled
Instance Classifier (MLIC) that handles instances belonging to many classes, which has not
been studied in previous computational intelligence approaches.
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We built a most comprehensive protein phylogenetic profile library based on 60
genomes; it is an improvement from the results of other protein phylogenetic profiles based on
24 genomes. Experimental results show USTs outperform other computational intelligence
methods such as Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees, and provide a viable alternative
to the supervised or unsupervised methods alone.

1
1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Bioinformatics is a burgeoning field that deals with the analysis of genomic information.
The development of high-throughput genome sequencing technology has helped biology enter a
new era in which one is seeking an understanding of biological processes from complete
genomes. At the present time, there are at least 61 completely sequenced genomes, including 12
archaebacterial, 45 eubacterial, and 4 eukaryotic species. This represents a total of more than
500,000 genes. Of this huge number of genes (proteins), only a few of them have completely
known functions. Traditionally, protein structures and functions have been determined by
sequence comparison, extensive genetic and biomedical analysis, and direct biological
experiments such as nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy, Enhanced Overhauser effect
NMR, and X - ray crystallography. Assessing protein function using direct biological
experiments is accurate and reliable but time-consuming and expensive, while assigning protein
function by sequence comparisons is limited to those proteins (genes) that have significant
sequence similarity to functionally known proteins. As more and more (complete) genomes
become available, biology has, as a matter of fact, evolved from a data poor field into a data
rich field. Assigning protein functions and determination of protein structures by traditional
experimental methods can not catch up with the speed of new genomic data generation. New
opportunities for research in statistical learning, data mining and computational intelligence have
grown in recent years. Therefore, it is significant for us to develop a new efficient method that
can provide information concerning multiple functional relations among a large group of proteins
or even all proteins inside a genome. Such a method should handle not only protein phylogenetic
profile data but also DNA microarray data, due to their similarity in data patterns. Design of
such a method should focus on quickly assessing protein functions on a large scale using
computational intelligence effectively.

2
1.2 Advancement of Current Research
Recently, several authors have begun to apply supervised learning techniques to
genomic data; Brown et. al. (2000) applied a variety of classifiers (including support vector
machines and decision trees) to the problem of predicting the protein functions from DNA
microarray data. Vert (2002) proposed a support vector machine (SVM) tree kernel, and
showed that it outperforms the “heterogeneous” SVM kernels that Pavlidis et al (2002) used.
Ersoy et al. developed rare event rule extraction by decision trees and neural networks in the
human genome project (Ersoy 2000). More recently, Yang and Ersoy (2002) developed gene
finding and protein functional determination methods by using Bayesian trees and physical trees.
In its simplest form, a protein phylogenetic profile is a string of bits; given n species for
which complete genomes are available, and given a target protein in the model organism, this
string has the form b1, b2, . . . bn, where a value of 1 in the ith bit position indicates that a
homologue of the target protein is present in species i, while a value of 0 indicates that it is not.
Thus, a protein phylogenetic profile can be represented by a vector of n dimensions. The idea is
that functionally related proteins will tend to evolve together, and thus will have similar protein
phylogenetic profile vectors, while proteins that are not functionally related will tend to evolve
independently, and thus are likely to have disparate protein phylogenetic profile vectors.
A DNA microarray experiment reveals the levels of expression of a group of proteins
(genes) under many different environmental conditions. For each gene (protein), a vector of
expression levels is obtained, where the ith element of this vector is the level of expression of that
gene (protein) under the ith environmental condition. The idea here is that functionally related
genes (proteins) are assumed to have similar expression level vectors.
An effective approach to analyze the results of either a protein phylogenetic profile
analysis or a DNA microarray analysis is to apply unsupervised learning techniques such as
clustering or self-organizing maps (Yang 2002), and the assumption is that functionally related
proteins will be mapped to the same cluster. Pavlidis et al (2002) applied a supervised support
vector machine to the mixture of both protein phylogenetic profiles data and DNA microarray
data in predicting the protein functional class. Because a heterogeneous data set consists of both
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protein phylogenetic profiles and DNA microarray data, they used a support vector machine
with an explicitly heterogeneous kernel to classify this data. Vert (2002) proposed a new
support vector machine kernel (which he terms a tree kernel), and showed that it outperformed
the standard SVM kernels on some protein classes.
So far, the support vector machine is the only machine learning method that has been
used in a protein phylogenetic profile data outside Ersoy’s group. Experiments that Pavlidis et
al. (2002) and Vert (2002) have performed were based on 24 dimensional vectors from 24
species augmented with 79 dimensional DNA microarray vectors (heterogeneous data).
Specifically, the dataset consists of protein phylogenetic profiles (computed using E-values) of
their selected 2465 genes (they called “learnable” genes) from a yeast genome, along with the
corresponding microarray data, consisting of 79 element gene expression vectors. Less than 30
functionally classes of proteins, which they also termed “learnable”, were selected from the
yeast 285 protein functional classes in their work. For each selected protein functional class, a
support vector machine classifier is trained to distinguish proteins of that class from all other
proteins. The report by Pavlidis et al., indicated, that 22 out of 27 classifiers have error rates
greater than 72% (5 best learnable classes are reported with one having 72.1% error rate). Vert
extended this work using the same dataset by considering a support vector machine in which the
traditional kernel is replaced by a tree kernel using a different set of 16 protein functional
classes. He concluded that the tree kernel performed better than the traditional kernel on the 12
out of16 protein functional classes, and worse on the 4 out of 16 functional classes, which, he
pointed out, tended to be larger and more general than the other classes. Proteins (genes) that
belong to the rare event classes (less than 10 occurrences) are ignored in their work due to
insufficient instances for training a support vector machine. Those results may indicate that
supervised learning methods are not successful at classifying protein phylogenetic profiles. The
fact is that selected 27 “learnable” proteins constituted only small portion of 285 protein classes
inside a yeast genome. This might indicate that few proteins could be learned by SVMs. Even
proteins from the few “learnable” classes have large testing error rates by support vector
machines (Pavlidis 2002). A probable reason that support vector machines have not performed
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well is that most proteins are multi-functional. The SVMs they used converted the hundred class
dataset with each instance carrying up to more than 10 classes, into a number of simple 2-class
protein function detectors (Pavlidis 2002, Vert 2002). In their methods, a particular protein
function was selected, and a support vector machine was trained to distinguish proteins whose
functions include the target class from all other proteins. Therefore, information about a multifunctional protein was reduced into a single functional protein to the selected SVM functional
detector. It is evidently, that information regarding whole protein functions was partially lost in
the process. One more possible explanation for the high test error rate is that a test protein not
belonging to the class of proteins detected by a particular SVM may give a false positive if it has
a similar phylogenetic profile to proteins in the target class; although it is true that such a test
protein might be functionally related to proteins in the target class, it is not necessarily true that
the internal protein sequence of the test protein is similar to that of any of the proteins in the
target class, and, hence the class labels may be different. In addition, mixing DNA microarray
data with protein phylogenetic data may not detect functionally related proteins that have no
sequence similarity, and therefore may reduce the effectiveness of the protein phylogenetic
profile method. Moreover, the experimental noise from DNA microarray technology merges
into the heterogeneous dataset.
Regardless of the high experimental noise of the DNA microarray technology, DNA
microarray techniques along with protein phylogenetic profiles have been successfully used to
assess the functions of proteins on a large scale (Yang 2002). This has enabled some
discoveries of genes (Brown 2000) by sequencing the genomes of model organisms, an
exhilarating reminder that much of the natural world remains to be explored at the molecular and
genomic level. These technologies provide a natural vehicle for such explorations.
Comprehensive genome-wide surveys of gene expression patterns or functions have led to
computational models whose output can be viewed as maps that reflect the order and logic of
the genetic program, rather than the physical order of genes on chromosomes. Exploration of
the genome using DNA microarrays and other genome-scale technologies such as protein
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phylogenetic profiles may narrow the gap in our knowledge of gene (protein) function and
molecular biology between the currently-favored model organisms and other species.
Although computational and statistical learning methods have already been successfully
applied to classify protein function using microarray data (Eisen 1998; Tamayo 1999; Brown
2000), DNA microarray data can only be used to determine protein function for proteins that
have similar sequences to those of known proteins, but cannot be used to detect functionally
related proteins if those proteins do not share a strong sequence similarity. Other limitations
include the fact that the equipment is expensive and requires a highly skilled operator, and the
experimental data is noisy. On the other hand, assessing protein function by sequence
comparison is limited to those proteins that have significant sequence similarity to proteins with
known function. We need to develop an efficient way to assess protein function on a larger
scale, over which the amino acid sequences may not be similar.
The method of protein phylogenetic profiles has a distinct advantage over other methods
of assessing protein functions such as rosetta stone sequences, and gene neighbor (Marcotte
1999), since it is the only method of assessing protein function that does not rely on sequence
homology directly.

1.3 A snapshot of our research
Due to the complex nature of protein-protein interactions, global boundaries to separate
the functional classes may be overly complex; we therefore focus on multistage approach, which
may divide up the feature space in such a way as to allow a simpler classifier to be used in place
of more complex ones, which may improve the generalization ability of the resulting classifier.
Our approach differs in several respects from the earlier work in that it uses a multistage decomposition that makes use of both unsupervised and supervised machine learning
techniques; we refer to this as Unsupervised-Supervised Tree (UST) algorithm. The difference
between supervised and unsupervised learning is that supervised learning methods make use of
class label information to predict the class labels of previously unseen instances, whereas
unsupervised methods seek to discover structure in the data and do not rely on class labels
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directly during the training processes. The advantages of supervised and unsupervised learning
have been combined in the earlier work by Ersoy (1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995,
1996, 1998, 1999, 2000) involving rare event rule extraction by neural networks and decision
trees in the Human Genome Project as well as parallel, self-organizing, hierarchical neural
networks. The UST structure performs such a hierarchical decomposition of the feature space in
a manner that groups proteins (genes) with similar profiles at each stage, thus transforming a
complex problem into simpler subproblems that improve the generalization.
The typical first stage (optional) of the UST uses clustering algorithms such as neural
network self organizing maps (SOMs) and K-means; this is the unsupervised stage. Subsequent
indispensable stages typically involve constructing a Maximum Contrast Tree (MCT) so that
protein functional relationships can be mapped onto the relational tree structure. The MCTs are
a family of completely independent algorithms that can be used alone. Testing is based on a
newly developed MLIC (Multiple-Labeled Instance Classifier) based on supervised K nearest
neighbor classifier on the tree structure. Performance has been compared with the decision tree
C4.5 and C5 programs and with support vector machines. The UST approach yields better
results than either supervised or unsupervised methods alone and

provides improved

performance on cases such as when instances belonging to more than 10 classes actually occur.
Such “fuzzy” instances may typically arise when dealing with biological systems, but have not
been handled before by other machine learning methods.
In this research, we generated our own data, by building a complete yeast genome
protein phylogenetic profile based on 61 complete genomes using E-values. The features were
extracted by a Perl program on 2.1gig bytes of row data and were verified by a Visual Basic
program. The profiles have been successfully studied using the unsupervised-supervised tree
method by developing C++ software.
The first goal of this paper is to develop an automated machine-learning based
approach in order to explore the protein functional relationship efficiently and to provide
information concerning multiple functional relations among a large group of proteins or even all
proteins (genes) inside a genome simultaneously.
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In order to facilitate the test and benchmark of our algorithm, we have constructed a
library of protein phynologenetic profiles for the proteins in the yeast Saccharomyces
Cerevisiae. As this protein phylogenetic profile library is constructed over 60 species (thus, the
protein phylogenetic profile vectors have dimension of 60), it is an improvement over existing
protein phylogenetic profile libraries, which are constructed over 24 or fewer species.
The next goal of this paper is to compare our algorithm against the existing classification
algorithms, and, more broadly, to compare common classification algorithms over more
comprehensive protein phylogenetic profile libraries than has been used previously.
To use the tree as a classifier, given a test instance, we find the K instances (protein
phylogenetic profile vectors) in the training set on the UST tree structure that are nearest to the
test instance, and assign to the test instance the majority class label of this set of K protein
phylogenetic profile vectors. Here “nearest” refers to the nearest neighbors of the test instance
at a particular node of the tree. Thus, this algorithm is a special development of K nearest
neighbor classifier, where the nearest neighbors are defined by the tree structure.
Results showed the attempt of combining unsupervised learning with supervised learning
is successful; USTs compare favorably to the decision tree algorithms C4.5, C5, and support
vector machines, to provide a viable alternative to supervised or unsupervised methods alone.
This technical report is organized into nine chapters. Chapter 1 is a general introduction
and snapshot of our research . Chapter 2 is the biophysical aspects of bioinformatics cotangent
to our research. Chapter 3 illustrates the computational intelligence utilized in our research.
Chapter 4 is our new algorithm. Chapter 5 is about data generation. Chapter 6 gives results on
medical aspects. Chapter 7 introduces statistical analysis, and a new classifier. Chapter 8 covers
experimental results on the new classifier. Chapter 9 presents conclusions, and suggests further
research.
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2. BIOPHYSICAL ASPECTS OF BIOINFORMATICS
This chapter introduces the biophysical aspects of bioinformatics, current research
activities in bioinformatics and our research interest. Because protein modeling depends on
templates determined from experimental methods mainly originated from the Overhauser effects,
the Overhauser effects and their consequential technologies are also briefly discussed. Our
approaches to bioinformatics are from the point view of structural biophysicists and computer
engineers; we are not able to imagine genes without associating them with their protein products.
DNA sequences are not just sequences to us. To a structural biophysicist and computer
engineer, genes imply corresponding proteins and their 3D structures and functions. We maybe
“blind” of details of sequences themselves that are so important to the research of molecular
geneticists. We believe that proteins and DNAs are interactive from functional genomics as
shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1 Roles of physics in biomedical sciences
A hallmark of biomedical science and technology is its multidisciplinary character. In
1953, Crick and Watson introduced DNA double helix structure, and in the same year,
Overhauser discovered the Overhauser effects. Since then biology has entered into a new era
by modern discoveries at the molecular and atomic levels. Many of those important discoveries
were made by physicists such as Albert W. Overhauser, Erwin Schrödinger, Francis Crick and
Max Delbrück. Biology today is where physics was at the beginning of the last century when
quantum mechanics and theory of relativity were just established. The history of modern
biomedical sciences shows that physicists have made significant contributions. The discovery of
the double helix structure of DNA by Crick and Watson was described as “it took a physicist
and a former ornithology student --along with some unwitting help from a competitor--to crack
the secret of life”. The recipient of the 1994 National Medal of Science, Purdue Stuart
Distinguished Professor of Physics Albert W. Overhauser has been quoted as saying: “ For me,
the discovery of "dynamic nuclear polarization" was an academic exercise, that is, basic
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(physics) research into the mysteries of nature. I did not technique to determine the structures of
proteins and other molecules of crucial biological interest” (Overhauser Symposium 1995). In
2002, Kurt Wüthrich won the Nobel prize in Chemistry, by making use of the nuclear
Overhauser enhancement (NOE) effect to assign protons to their positions along a
macromolecular backbone. He did this by combining the results of 2-D correlated Overhauser
spectroscopy (COSY) and 2-D Nuclear Overhauser Effects spectroscopy (NOESY). Richard
R. Ernst won the 1991 Nobel prize in Chemistry for his contributions to the development of the
methodology of high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (enhanced
Overhauser effects). In 1990s, Okan K. Ersoy developed Ersoy’s parallel, self-organizing,
hierarchical, neural networks and in 2000 he developed Ersoy’s rare event rule extraction by
neural networks and decision trees in the Human Genome Project. In 1995, the marriage of
semiconductor microfabrication technology of photolithography with genomics has sired
(resulted in) the GeneChip and DNA microarray technology, which can be regarded as physics
chipping away at the mysteries of biological science and medicine. Bioinformatics in term of
comprehensive genome-wide surveys of gene expression patterns or functions by DNA
microarray technology and protein phylogenetic profiles have led to the development of
computational intelligence to explore gene function and disease genes on a large scale at a higher
viewing point.
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Figure 2.1 Proteins and DNAs are interactive from the point of view of functional genomics
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2.1.1 X-ray crystallography
The X-ray method is a traditional physics method to determine structures of molecules.
Crystals are highly regular purified solids with a lattice structure. Crystals of a complex
molecule, such as a protein, produce a complex pattern of X-ray diffraction, when placed in an
X-ray, in which the beam size matches the crystal size and the wavelength of radiation matches
the size of the crystal lattice structure. All atoms inside the protein or DNA may be determined
by studying the resulting images from scattering of X-rays. However, because protein or DNA
molecules are abundant in protons (hydrogen nuclei) which are lightest in atomic weight, and
smallest in size, locations of protons are more difficult to be detected by x-ray diffraction pattern
compared to heavier atoms. Furthermore, it is very difficult to crystallize biological molecules
because crystals are not the natural states of protein and DNA molecules. Approaches by Xray crystallography methods may not be always feasible. Fortunately, many experimental
methods originated from the Overhauser effects can determine protein and DNA structures
more efficiently. The experiments can be performed in solutions.

2.1.2 The Overhauser effects: Combined ESR with NMR
From the principles of general physics, if an external frequency of a “vibration” matches
the internal frequency of a “physical structure”, resonance occurs. It is true if the external
“vibration” is an electromagnetic wave and the internal “physical structure” is a molecule. This
section describes how Overhauser effects as “double resonances” are utilized in the dynamic
structural determination in bio-molecules.
Taking protons or electrons as an illustration example, protons (hydrogen nuclei) and electrons
1
are both fermions with spin . The magnetic quantum number is
2

m= ±

1
2
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which corresponds to the spin-up and spin-down states.

Figure 2.2 Precession of spin in a magnetic field
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A particle with spin processes a magnetic moment. It also produces a magnetic field.
The direction is determined by a right-hand rule (Figure 2.2). The spin angular momentum
associated with the particle is
1
Sz = ± h
2

where “+” represents the spin-up state and “–” represents the spin down state.
The corresponding magnetic moment is

µ = −γ S
where γ is the gyro-magnetic ratio
In an external magnetic field, the energy of the system is described by

E = −µB0
When a magnetic field is present, most electrons and protons will have their spins aligned with
their magnetic moment towards the direction of the external magnetic field, since this state has
lower energy. A smaller number of spins are aligned with their magnetic moment towards the
opposite direction of the external magnetic field, since this state has higher energy. Classical
speaking, these states corresponding to an angular momentum precession (Figure 2.2) along or
opposite to the magnetic field with a frequency called the Larmor frequency.

ω 0 = γB0
where γ , the gyro-magnetic ratio is a constant for a specific nucleus, i.e. a proton.
The energy difference between the spin-up and spin-down states for a proton is

∆E =| E +1/2 − E −1/ 2 |= (| m+1/2 − m−1/2 |)hω 0 = hγB0
The external radiation energy (i.e. photons) is given by

ε = hν
If

ε = ∆E , then resonance occurs and the resonant frequency is

ν=

γB
2π
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This resonant frequency can be observed by scanning over a range of electromagnetic radiation
frequency ν (radio frequency).
Let’s choose a reference frequency, the resonance peaks of all the other hydrogen
(protons) can be measured relative to this reference; therefore protein and DNA structure may
be determined by studying the resonant frequencies.
It should be noted the energy difference between a spin-up and spin-down state is very
small and the external electromagnetic radiation produces an alternative magnetic field. Hence,
the population of the two states is nearly equal and nuclear magnetic resonance signal is small or
even undetectable.
The small energy gap between the nuclear spin energy levels (also called Zeeman
energy levels or Overhauser nuclear spin energy levels) is the cause of weak signal in NMR.
Fortunately, the disappearance of resonant peaks from the NMR spectrum can be enhanced by
utilizing Overhauser effects and can be measured by using nuclear Overhauser effects
spectroscopy.
In 1953, Albert W. Overhauser discovered that a small change in the electron spin
populations can produce thousand times larger spin polarization in the nuclei. This discovery
was termed nuclear dynamic polarization, which refers that the population difference for the
nuclear spin can be increased thousand-fold without the need to increase the magnetic field. The
first response from physics and scientific community was to “welcome” this amazing discovery
with great skepticism, challenging the discovery by arguing that Overhauser “violated” the
second law of thermodynamics. But Overhauser was proven right immediately by the
experimental results from Carver and Slichter in 1953. Skepticisms though haunted for a while
in the 1950s, were eventually dispersed by more and more solid experimental evidence. In fact,
not only can electrons transfer polarization to nuclei, it turns out that polarization can be
transferred from nucleus to nucleus, leading to the commonly used nuclear Overhauser effect
(NOE) spectroscopy for protein and DNA structure analysis. The nuclear Overhauser effects
are the cross-relaxation of protons by the transfer of resonance energy from an excited proton
to an unexcited one.
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Utilizing the Overhauser effects is the dynamic aspects of NMR for determining the
protein and DNA structures in solution. The Overhauser effects spectroscopy solved the
problem of NMR failures when the population of the spin-down and spin-up states are roughly
even which are the usual cases for proteins and DNAs.
The discovery of the Overhauser effects is a milestone in structural biology. Later, the
development of NOE (nuclear Overhauser effects) spectroscopy and the Overhauser effect
enhanced NMR methods give information about interactions between protons that are close in
space than just those that have a short through-bond distance.
The main drawback of X-ray crystallography is that crystals are not natural states of
bio-molecules. The Overhauser effect derived technologies performed in solution became the
basis of dynamic structural determinations of proteins and DNAs. Protein folding and denaturing
can be monitored in real time by studying the resulting spectra while the process (i.e. protein
folding) cannot be observed using X-ray crystallography. Moreover it is also very difficult to
crystallize and solve the bio-molecular structure by X-ray crystallography. A protein or a DNA
contains a lot of hydrogen (protons), because of the lightest atomic weight, smallest size of a
proton among all other atoms, locations of protons are most difficult to be detected by X-ray
diffraction patterns.
Owing to Overhauser’s remarkable discovery, over 90% protein and DNA structures
currently determined utilized Overhauser effects, performed in solution, where proteins and
DNAs naturally reside. Since then, the conventional method of X-ray crystallography became
less important and less accurate than technologies based on Overhauser effects, for the small
and medium size proteins.
The physics of the Overhauser Effects is essentially a smart combination of electron spin
resonance (ESR) with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). “Double resonance” is the only
indispensable way to amplify the signals in determining the structures of proteins and DNAs
dynamically (i.e. protein folding).
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2.1.3 DNA microarray technology
Because almost every cell of the body contains a full set of chromosomes and identical
genes, it is possible to implant the nucleus of any cell from a sheep into a de-nucleated
unfertilized egg of another sheep. That will lead to the formation of an embryo, and if
transplanted into a female sheep, a lamb is born “naturally”. Although the genetics inside
different types of cells of the same specie are the same, cells are different. This means even
though all cells of the body contain the same full set of chromosomes and identical genes, only a
fraction of these genes are turned on, which confers unique properties to each cell type.
Basically the DNAs (genes) determine messenger RNAs (mRNAs) that work with transder
RNAs (tRNAs) to determine the synthesis of proteins (Figure 2.1). Only the expressed genes
take part in the process. Gene expressions and regulations are responsible for the transcription
of the information contained within the DNA, the repository of genetic information, into
messenger RNA molecules that are then translated into the proteins that perform most of the
critical functions of cells.
DNA microarray technology is a way to monitor the gene expressions on a large scale.
A microarray is a tool for analyzing gene expression that consists of usually a semiconductor
slide, called geneChip, containing samples of many genes or even a whole genome arranged in a
regular pattern, usually in rectangular arrays. A microarray works by exploiting the ability of a
given mRNA molecule to bind specifically to, or hybridize to, the DNA template from which it
originated. By using an array containing many DNA samples. In every experiment, the
expression levels of hundreds or thousands of genes, if it is not all genes inside a complete
genome, within a cell can be determined by measuring the amount of mRNA bound to each site
on the geneChip. Gene expression level can then be obtained by the measuring the fluorescent
intensities corresponding to the expression level, from the laser scattering on it. A computer
controlled robot control movement of the probe to every desired spot on geneChip to measure
the exact amount of mRNA bound to that spot on the microarray. After all spots have been
measured by different matching probes, gene expression profiles of a cell can be obtained. This
profile is very similar to the protein phylogenetic profiles we generated in our research. It should
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be noted that every process of DNA microarray technology is performed precisely by a
computer automatic control system. The significance of DNA microarray technology is that it
exanimate the integration of gene expression and function at the cellular level, revealing how
multiple gene products work together in producing physical and chemical responses to both
static and changing cellular environments.
This technology also successfully identified many unknown viral genes such as SARS
(DeRisi and Wang 2003). There are mainly two types of DNA microarray being cDNA and
oligonucleotides. cDNA means complimentary DNA used to study the whole gene expression
while oligonucleotide, or abbreviated to just oligo is a short fragment of a single-stranded DNA,
used in the studies of especially mutation of genes. DNA microarray techniques can be
illustrated as follows:
•

Design the geneChip, either containing certain amount of desired genes to be studied or
even a whole genome.

•

Mix the fluorescently dyed cDNAs into the hybridization solution.

•

Incubate the fluorescently labeled cDNAs hybridization mixture onto the geneChip.

•

Using computer controlled probes to measure the fluorescent intensities induced by a
laser

•

Use computer to preprocessing the data and store.

•

Analyze the resulting data and uncover the data using data mining techniques and
computational intelligence.
DNA microarray technology along with the technologies derived from the Overhauser

effects are considered as the most important experimental breakthroughs in molecular
biology. Today, generating biomedical data outstripped the speed to store and to analyze
the resulting data in a timely manner. The worst thing is that much of data is not publicized.
As more and more laboratories all over the world acquire those technologies, the problem
will only get worse and worse, blocking the fast advance of the science. In facing the
problems of avalanche of data, more efforts need to be made to standardizing the storage
format, sharing, and publishing techniques. It is now critical to the scientific community to
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publicize the resulting data and make them uniformly with a universal standard. Furthermore,
DNA microarray measurements contain high noises. Physicists and engineers need to further
improve this technology to reduce the measurement errors. The software developed in this
paper has paid specifically attention to the DNA microarray technology and can handle
DNA microarray data as well.

2.2 Roles of bioinformatics
The first part of the word bioinformatics is “bio” meaning biology, specifically molecular
biology and structural biophysics. The rest of this word is “informatics”, meaning computer
informatics, part of computer sciences and engineering. Bioinformatics implies solving problems
arising from biomedical sciences using methodologies from computer science, engineering,
statistics, physics and information technology.
Since a genome is a “bible” of life, a genome contains the life history of an organism and
a genome also contains information regarding the evolutionary history of an organism. An
importance of bioinformatics can be regarded as eventually formulating the theory of evolution at
molecular and genomic level, which may form a guideline to many biomedical researches.
Specifically, the rationale for applying computational intelligence to facilitate the understanding of
various biological processes includes global perspective in experimental design, and utilizing data
mining techniques to discover functions and structures of proteins (genes) of interest by
identifying similar sequences in better studied organisms or by DNA microarray technology and
the methods presented in this paper.
Bioinformatics is the key to evolutionary biology. Bioinformatics gives new insight in
model organisms into the molecular basis of a disease by studying the function(s) of homologs of
a disease gene (protein), because a disease gene (protein) maybe mutated from a normal gene
(protein) but they are homologous. From the evolution point of review, if two genes (proteins)
share a common evolutionary pathway, they are related and may be homologous in their
sequences. A potential application of the research presented in this paper is to combine studying
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homologs among all genes (proteins) inside genomes to uncover the evolutionary relationships
and patterns between different forms of life.
With the help of high throughput genomic sequencing technologies, more and more
(complete) genomes are available; it is now high time to construct the theory of evolution at
genomic and molecular levels.
Bioinformatics is also the key to the phylogenetics, which deals with identifying and
understanding the relationships among different kinds of life both currently presented and ever
existed on the earth. This paper will present one type of unconventional phylogenetics that we
are studying, called protein phylogenetic profiles. Another important role of bioinformatics is
protein modeling.

2.2.1 Protein Modeling
Since the discovery of Overhauser effects, more types of structures of proteins had
been determined. An interesting issue is whether an unknown protein structure can be
determined from the “bank” of known structures. Protein modeling is a hot subject in
bioinformatics. Since October 1st, 2000, more than 100,000 users worldwide have participated
in “Folding@Home”, a distributed computing headquartered at Stanford University. Current
methods use experimentally determined protein structures as templates to predict the structure
of target protein that are homologous in amino acid sequences. It is important to point out that
the experimental methods such as nuclear Overhuaser effects spectroscopy and enhanced
Overhauser effect NMR are indispensable because they provide the templates for protein
modeling.
Comparing to the experimental methods, molecular modeling is not considered as either
accurate or reliable in determining protein structures, yet it is useful in proposing and testing
various biological hypotheses. Molecular modeling also provides useful preliminary information
regarding a protein structure to be confirmed by experimental methods. Because function(s) of a
protein is (are) related to the 3 dimensional structure of the protein, protein modeling will
become an increasingly important subject in biophysics and bioinformatics to understand the
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normal and disease-related processes in living organisms, because a disease protein structure
may be deviated from the structure of a healthy protein.
In summary, protein modeling si to identify the structures of proteins by the known
three-dimensional structures that are related to the target protein from the results of sequence
alignments. For this purpose, we acquire the related there-dimensional structures which will be
used as templates. Then, we construct a model for the target sequence based on the alignments
with the template structures and evaluate the model against a variety of criteria to determine if it
is satisfactory.

2.2.2 Evolution, phylogenetic systematics and phylogenetic trees
Charles Darwin was the founder of the original theory of evolution and was the first to
discover systematically that evolutionary can be represented by a hierarchical structure.
Similarity among species is attributable to common descent or inheritance from a common
ancestor. The discipline of phylogenetic systematics is to identify and understand the
evolutionary relationships among the whole spectrum of different kinds of species on the earth,
both currently living and extinct. Phylogenetic systematics is to establish relationships among all
species based on their evolutionary history and is essentially phylogeny, the historical
relationships amongst lineages of their parts. The theory of evolution is currently built on the
relationship based on description of each species, mainly from anatomy. Our research
approaches stand on the genetic level throughout genomic viewing points by computational
intelligence.
In the human genome, there are 46 chromosomes: 22 autosome pairs and the X and Y
sex chromosomes. There are 3,000,000,000 base-pairs of DNA. This is equal to the number of
seconds in 95 years. DNA contains a blueprint for the structure of living organisms. In humans,
DNA differences between individuals are less than 0.1% regardless of race and sex. We are at
least 99.9% similar to each other! We are all delighted that it is these small differences that
account for diversity in human morphology such as race, sex, skin color, hair color, eye color,
height and physical build.
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However, we are also 98% similar to chimpanzees. Comparisons of protein sequences
determined by DNA among different species give a lot of valuable information in understanding
how species evolved and how they are related each other.
A mystery of proteins can be reviewed as if a small protein is made from 100 amino
acids; there are 20100 possible different combinations to build up such small protein. This number
is 80 orders of magnitude greater than the estimated age of the universe in seconds. This means
all the different polypeptides that have ever existed in an organism on the earth must constitute
but a very, very tiny fraction of the total number of possible polypeptide structures.
Patterns of relationships among species established by phylogenetic systematics are to
help understanding the evolution history of all life. But such history can not directly be visualized
by humans; it has happened once and leaves only clues as to the actual events. Those clues are
encoded inside genomes. In phylogenetic systematics, the most common way to visualize the
presence of evolutionary relationships among different organisms is to build phylogenetic trees.
A phylogenetic tree is constructed by relational nodes, which represent taxonomic units
and branches, in terms of ancestry and descent. Any two adjacent nodes are connected by only
one branch. The length of branch is usually defined by the alignment score from protein or gene
sequences of different species. Phylogenetic tree is a topology to represent the passage of time
during evolution. Such trees have a theoretical basis in the particular gene or genes under
analysis. In a rooted phylogenetic tree, each two adjacent nodes are derived from their root,
representing a common ancestor.
We collected a number of hemoglobin protein sequences in fasta format provided by
NCBI over a large amount of animals and humans. We used a multiple sequences alignment
software called Clustalw provided by European Bioinformatics Institute. The result in building a
phylogenetic tree based on hemoglobin proteins is reported below (Figure 3.3). This gives an
illustration how a phylogenetic tree can be built based on one type protein (gene) that is
presented over all the species in the tree. Since such phylogenetic tree is built by one presented
protein (gene) rather than the information from (complete) genomes, there is skepticism as
whether this tree is a real measurement of the phylogenetic distance since such tree differs by
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using another presented protein (gene) over all the species. So far there is no good way to
measure the real distance according to the whole genomes or true species, and no accurate
phylogenetic tree has ever been built at genuine genomic level.
The Unsupervised-Supervised Tree we developed in this paper is a kind of
“phylogenetic like” tree to establish relationships among all proteins (genes) inside a genome.
Although UST is built on the basis of theory of evolution, it is not considered as a genuine
phylogenetic tree that investigates the relationships among all species based on one or several
type(s) of proteins (genes) that exist(s) among those species on the tree.
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Figure 2.3 A phylogenetic tree built by hemoglobin over humans and animals.
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3. DATA MINING AND COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Bioinformatics presented in this paper is information retrieval and data mining from
“hidden massive” biological data over a spectrum of different organisms, to discover the useful
information from the complexity and diversity of living organisms, based on the assumption that
certain hidden hierarchical relationship exists among the structures of genes, their arrangement
inside a genome, the function of proteins, and protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions
within an organism resulting in reproduction, cell mechanism, regulation, energy metabolism, and
form etc. Our research philosophy is not only indulging ourselves in the wonderful world of
computer scince but also to develop new computer intelligence to solve practical problems using
real life data as a computer engineer and biophysical scientist. We always have a genuine
interest in uncovering laws of Nature, which are independent from humans.

3.1 Originations of bioinformatics and its relationship to computer engineering
Not until biology entered the era at molecular level after the discoveries of DNA double
helix structure, Overhauser effects and the recent advances in genomic sequencing technologies
did such explosive growth of biological information lead the creation of bioinformatics.
Bioinformatics was originated by the demand of organizing and analyzing the biologically related
data from many contributing fields such as biophysics, molecular biology and computer
engineering. The ultimate goal of bioinformatics is to enable the discoveries of deeper
biomedical insights and to foster a global perspective from which unifying principles in biology
can be discerned.
Computer intelligence is indispensable for bioinformatics because modern molecular
biology and biophysics would be impossible without information storage and retrieval, statistical
analysis, data fitting, and computer simulation. Given deluge of biological information, it is
impossible to process the data and discover useful information in a time-efficient manner without
smart computer algorithms. Currently, bioinformatics is centered on the development and
implementation of tools that enable efficient access to, and use and management of, various
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types of biomedical information; and the development of new computational intelligence and
statistics with which to assess relationships among members of large datasets, such as methods
to find genes inside a genome, predict protein structure and function(s), and classify and cluster
proteins and genes into families of related proteins and genes.
Bioinformatics relies on the biological database, which is a large, organized body of
persistent data, usually associated with computerized software designed to update, query, and
retrieve components of the data stored within the system. Each field or record inside the
database is the biological data obtained either from physical experiments or results of sequence
alignments or from the data generation presented in this paper. Unlike typical engineering data
that are usually designed by humans or come from machines, biological data have a
distinguished feature, they are obtained from Nature, and they are usually not fabricated by
machines or humans. The laws of the biology which are just like the laws of physics are
independent from humans. Therefore, engineering approaches toward bioinformatics may face
challenges because many types of biological data have not been studied by engineering scientists
yet. It is worthy to understand that laws that govern biology are different from the laws that
govern engineering sciences. In general, biological data is more complex than the typical data
that engineering science handles.

3.2 Statistical learning, data mining and computational intelligence
Data mining is defined as the automatic process of discovering patterns in data. It is
estimated that amount of data doubles each year; therefore data mining is a practical tool
involving learning from data with practices that often relies on statistical learning. Statistical
learning is based on machine learning that incorporates statistical analysis techniques, where
machine refers to computer. A computer can be intelligent in predictions after trained by data or
learned from data. Computational intelligence is the study of designing intelligent algorithms or
agents that make a computer behave intelligently. The goal is to understand the principles that
make the computer intelligently solve problems based on the hypothesis that reasoning is in the
process of computation. Computational intelligence differs from artificial intelligence in that it is
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not considered as merely artificial; it exists in the reasoning process during computation.
Statistical learning, data mining and computational intelligence are integrated and can be
branched into supervised learning and unsupervised learning.
Supervised learning requires samples with known labels to train the machine, it includes
techniques such as decision trees, supervised neural networks, Ersoy’s parallel self-organizing
hierarchical neural networks, Ersoy’s rare event rule extraction by neural networks and decision
trees and Vapnik’s

support vector machines. The Supervised learning achieves either

classification or regression. In this paper, we only studied classification which the goal is to
predict class labels of unclassified instances.
Unsupervised learning does not need samples with known class labels. Training is based
on the features of samples. Unsupervised learning is mainly clustering algorithms including
Kohonen’s self-organizing maps, K–means, probabilistic clustering methods (AutoClass
algorithm) and hierarchical clustering.
Supervised learning is highly efficient for well-defined dataset with known class labels
and especially their underlying probability distributions, while unsupervised learning is efficient on
a quick data mining on “unknown” row data with little or no knowledge about the underlying
probability distributions.

3.3 Unsupervised Learning
Unsupervised learning does not use class labels to train the machine. Training is based on
the features of instances and the goal is clustering the data. It falls into a group of undirected
data mining tools. The motivation of undirected data mining is to discover structure in the data as
a whole. There is no target variable to be predicted, thus no distinction is being made between
independent and dependent variables. Clustering techniques are used for combining observed
examples into clusters (centers, groups, prototypes or neurons) that satisfy two main criteria:
•

Each cluster is supposed to be homogeneous; instances that belong to the same group are
similar to each other.
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•

Each cluster should be different from other clusters. This means instances that belong to one
cluster should be different from the instances of other clusters.

Depending on the clustering technique, clusters can be expressed in different ways:
•

Identified clusters may be exclusive, an instance only belongs to one cluster;

•

may be overlapping, an instances may belong to several clusters;

•

may be probabilistic, whereby an instance belongs to each cluster with a certain probability.

•

Clusters may have hierarchical structure, instances are roughly divided at highest level of
hierarchy and are then further divided into sub-clusters at lower levels. The procedure can
be recursive. The UST algorithm developed in this paper utilizes this technique.
K-means and self organizing maps are among the most popular unsupervised learning

techniques.

3.3.1 K-means clustering algorithm
K-means algorithm uses an iterative procedure, in which a crucial concept is the
centroid (also called clustering center, prototype or neuron). Centroid is an “artificial” point in
the space of records which represents an average location of the particular cluster. The
coordinates of this point are averages of attribute values of all instances belonging to the cluster.
The steps of the K-means algorithm are illustrated below.
1. Select predefined K prototypes (also call centers, neurons), to be the seeds for the
centroids of K clusters. They can be selected from K instances initially.
2. Assign each instance to the centroid closest to that instance until all instances have been
assigned to k clusters exclusively.
3. Update the position of centroids of the clusters by averaging all attribute values of the
instances belonging to the same cluster (centroid).
4. Check if the position of the centroid in any cluster still updates. If yes, repeat this
procedure starting from step 2. Otherwise, all clusters are finalized, and each cluster has
their defined membership instances. K-means algorithm achieves such a goal to group
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different instances into different clusters, all instances within the same cluster are supposed
similar. Instances belonging to the different clusters are assumed different. Increasing the
number of clusters enhances the internal homogeneity but add complexity.

We applied the K-means algorithm to the protein phylogenetic profiles. Our instances
are 60 dimensional vectors derived from 60 genomes. The K-means we implemented in C++
groups the proteins (genes) which have similar features. Such similarity is measured by
Euclidean distance because our dataset has been normalized. The update rule of centers
(neurons) is derived from the energy function in the Purdue ECE629 textbook (Ersoy 1999) as
follows:
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1 K −1 N −1
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where n = 1, 2, 3…., k-1, and Nn is the number of input vectors in the nth cluster.
The K-means algorithm requires prior knowledge of a predefined fixed number of
clusters, which is K from its name, while “means” stands for an average location of all instances
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belonging to that particular cluster, measured by, in many cases, Euclidian distance. On the
protein phylogenetic profiles data, since there are more eubacteria genomes currently available
than eukaryotic genomes, such “means” is polarized toward a location on the eubacterial side in
the feature space. To overcome drawbacks of K-mean, we introduced an UST (Unsupervised
Supervised Tree) algorithm adapting to the complexity of protein phylogenetic profiles by
constructing a tree structure that allows a dynamic growth. Furthermore, the optional first stage
of UST utilizing SOM (self-organizing map) to updating neurons’ positions in a manner of the
combination of Euclidean distance in feature space and the location of neurons in two
dimensional “unbiased” visualization space. More details on SOMs and UST will be illustrated
in the following sections and chapters.

3.3.2 Self-organizing maps (SOMs)
SOMs are unsupervised learning and data visualization techniques invented by Teuvo
Kohonen (1982). SOMs handle the high dimensions of data through the use of self-organizing
neural networks by mapping high-dimensional measurements into lower dimensional neuron
networks. Each neuron in the network is characterized with two parts: the lower dimensional
position in the network and its weight in the input high dimensional space. In the training
process, the winning neuron is the one that has most similar weight with the training vector. The
weight of the winning neuron and its neighboring neurons are updated according to a predefined learning rate. After the completion of training, the neighboring neurons will have similar
weights than distanced neurons. The update of neuron location involves both coordinates of high
dimensional spaces and visualization space. The SOMs reduce dimensions, display similarities
and updated weights of neurons by their locations in both feature space and visualization space.
This approach may reduce the effects of heavily weighted features which is the case in our
protein phylogenetic profiles data.

3.3.2.1 Update neuron’s rule from energy function
The energy function of SOM can be constructed (Ersoy1999) as
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r
r 2
1 K −1 K −1 N −1
E = ∑ ∑ ∑ g (n , k )h(n, l )| X l − Wn |
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where h(n,l) is the cluster membership function, and g(n, k) is the neighborhood
function. X denotes training samples and W is the location of the neuron.
From the gradient descent principle,
∆Wnk = −α

∂E
∂Wnk

where 0 < α < 1 but usually closer to the zero, i.e. α = 0.01

α is called learning rate.
K −1 N −1
∂E
= −∑ ∑ g (n , k )h( n, l ) × ( X lk − Wnk )
∂Wnk
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∆Wnk = −α
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In the case of simple competitive learning, g(n,k) equals δ nk such that sum over k
drops (Ersoy 1999), and
N −1

∆Wn = α ∑ h (n , k )| X l − Wn |
l =0

Detailed algorithm on implementing our SOMs will be discussed in the next section.
3.3.2.2 Implementation of the SOM in optional first stage of UST
Since SOM is a typical optional stage in construction of the UST algorithm, we
developed C++ software on SOM.
SOMs make use of two spaces: a typically high dimensional input space, along with a
lower dimensional visualization space. The principal goal of a SOM is to map a highdimensional input space into a lower dimensional space in a topologically ordered fashion. A
self-organizing map is comprised of neurons; each neuron is characterized by its location in
visualization space (which is fixed), along with a weight vector that describes its location in the
input space (which updates). In our research, the input samples are 60-dimensional phylogenetic
profile vectors. Each element corresponding to an attribute value is the result from the search of
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best sequence match between the protein in the model organism and the protein in one of the 60
genomes. Each instance vector is representing how likely a protein in the model organism is
presented in other 60 organisms. The visualization space in the SOM we implemented was
chosen as two-dimensional. SOM neurons are assigned on the square grid in that two
dimensional visualization space.
The self-organizing map is constructed as follows: A training instance is presented to the
SOM (at each training iteration), the winning neuron is the one which has the most similar weight
vector to the training instance by a distance measurement. Then, the weights of the winning
neuron and its neighboring neurons are updated according to the learning rateσ ( n) . After the
completion of training, neighboring neurons will have more similar weight vectors than distant
neurons. This procedure is given as follows:
The mth input training gene vector is denoted by
G m = [ x1m , x 2m , x3m ....., x60m ]T

The synaptic weight vector Wj of each neuron in the network has the same dimension as the
input space. The synaptic weight vector of the jth neuron is denoted by
W j = [ w1j , w2j , w3j ,......... w6jo ]T , j = 1,2,3,.... N
where N is the total number of neurons in the network.
j indexed from 1 to N is also the index of the weight vector of each neuron at the moment of the
specific input G m .
After calculating all the inner products between the weight vector of each neuron and
the training instance, the weight of the winning neuron is determined by
W winner ⇐ max((W j ) T G m ), j = 1,2,3,.... N
j

Identifying the winning neuron is equivalent to minimizing the Euclidean distance between the
training vector and weight vectors of neurons (Euclidean distance can be used because our data
has been normalized). We can also show the same result by using an index i(G) to identify the
winning neuron as
i ( Gm ) = arg min|| G m − W j ||, j = 1,2 ,3,.... N
j
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This winning neuron is the center of a topological neighborhood of cooperating neurons. We use

hij to represent the topological neighborhood function around the winning neuron. hij is chosen
as a unimodal function of the lateral distance d ij . Here i refers to the winning neuron indexed by
i, and j refers to an excited neuron nearby indexed by j. We use a Gaussian neighborhood
function, defined by
h

i( G m )
j

( n) = exp( −

( d ij ) 2
2σ 2 (n )

), n = 0,1,2,3......,

n
where σ ( n) = σ 0 exp( − ), n = 0,1,2,3....,
τ

n is the interaction index during the training, τ is the time constant and σ 0 is the value of σ at
initialization. This neighborhood function we chose in Gaussian form can be visualized as shown
in Figure 3.1.
As the interactions increase, hij approaches 0 for large n, the neighborhood function
approaches zero fast for i ≠ j ; the neighborhood shrinks in size. The amount of updates in the
weights of neurons approaches zero.
In our two-dimensional lattice, d ij is the distance between the the ith and the j th neurons
in visualization space:

d ij =|| r j − ri ||2
In the discrete-time formalism, given the synaptic weight vector W j ( n) of the neuron j at
the time n, the updated weight vector W j ( n +1) at time n + 1 is defined by
W j (n + 1) = W j (n ) + α (n )h ij( G ) ( n)(G m − W j ( n))
m
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Figure 3.1. Gaussian neighborhood function.

n
where α ( n) = α 0 exp( − )
τ
α 0 is the initial learning rate and τ is the time constant.
m

If j happens to be the winning neuron, h ij( G ) =1.
The stopping parameter is set at a reasonably small value such that training stops when the
number of iterations exceeds a large number, for examples, we set n = 1000, or the measured
change in position of the winning neuron is sufficiently small.
We review the result to determine if the training is successful or not. If it is successful,
then similar proteins (genes) are grouped together around a neuron, while dissimilar proteins
(genes) are placed into different neurons.
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3.3.3 Unsupervised “decision trees”
This is the case in which “decision trees” are used to do unsupervised clustering. Bellot
et al (2000) use “decision tree” clustering to "classify" documents returned from a query as
being "relevant" or “irrelevant", but this “classification” (actually it is clustering) does not use
class labels, since a “decision tree” is generated to do the clustering. Traditionally, a decision
tree is viewed as a supervised learning method, because the splitting is guided by an impurity
measure, which depends on the class labels of the data. However, the “decision tree”
constructed by Bellot et al does not look at class labels when it splits the data into clusters;
instead, it uses a splitting criterion based on a measure they call "cluster relevance", which is
based on “entropy” without using use class labels. Bing Liu et al (2001), also used a “decision
tree” to cluster data. Given a set of data to be clustered, they give all the data to be clustered
the class label "Y". Then they generate new data points, uniformly distributed over the feature
space, and give the new data the class label "N". They then use a decision tree algorithm to
construct a partition that separates the "Y"-labeled points from the "N"-labeled points. The cells
of the partition that contain the "Y"-labeled points constitute a clustering of the original data.
Partition of “N”-Labeled data is meaningless since it is an artificial uniformly distributed data
,while of no information can be obtained from “Y”-labeled data regarding how the data itself
should be split according to the features of data or the label of data, therefore no implicit
significance of application of this type of unsupervised decision tree algorithm. Both algorithms
are trying to do clustering using a “decision tree”.

3.4 Supervised learning
Supervised learning uses the information of class labels to train a learning machine.
Supervised learning includes decision trees, neural networks, Vapnik’s support vector
machines, Ersoy’s parallel self-organizing hierarchical neural networks and nearest neighbor
classifiers. Currently, support vector machines and decision trees are most popular supervised
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classifiers, and Ersoy’s parallel self-organizing hierarchical neural networks have the best
performance in many types of data.

3.4.1 Support vector machines
Vapnik’s support vector machines are classifiers which transform the input samples into
a high or even infinite dimensional space by a kernel function and a linear hyperplane to separate
two classes mapped in that high dimensional space by support vectors which are selected
vectors from training samples (Figure 3.2). Support vector machines are considered as a new
innovation in machine learning and draw a lot of research efforts from computer scientists and
engineers. It is commonly regarded as today’s best classifier based on sophisticated statistical
learning theory. This may be certainly true for some simple data when there is analytical function
of underlying joint probability distributions on each class. However, when the input data get
more complicated, support vector machines may not be capable to learn from the data and is a
highly data specific algorithm. We select SVM-Light version 5.0 (Joachims 2002) as the type of
support vector machine we used in our research because SVM-light is the type of support
vector machine that Vert (2002) and Pavlids et al (2002) used in their research in classifying
heterogeneous data mixed from DNA microarray with protein phylogenetic profiles. Therefore,
our results are thus better comparable to their results. Furthermore, SVM-Light allows userdefined kernel functions, thus our USTs are better comparable to the SVMs with optimized
kernel functions.

3.4.2 Decision trees
Decision tree algorithms used in our research are supervised classifiers to partition the
sample space by the criteria of information gain from class labels. A decision tree is a tree in
which each branch node represents a choice between a number of alternatives, and each leaf
node represents a classification or decision. decision trees split the node according to the
attributes. Which attribute or what combined attributes that a decision tree should split at each
step is determined by information gain. If S is the set of training data and C j is a class in the set,
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the expected information for deciding a given class in S is given by
Info( S ) = −

|C j , S|
| S|

k

∑ log
j =1

2

(

Cj , S
| S|

)

where k is the number of classes.
When a feature, X, with possible t values, has been chosen as a test feature, then the
expected information for deciding a class under the test is given by
k

| Si |
Info( Si )
j =1 | S |

Infox ( S ) = − ∑

The information gain is the difference between the expected information for deciding a class with
and without the test feature X:
gain( S ) = Info ( S ) − Infox ( S )

The feature producing the highest information gain is chosen as the current split.

There are several types of decision trees including C4.5, C5, IDE, GINI, Codrington’s
Matlab Toolbox (Codrington 1996) and CART (classification and regression tree).
Procedure of a top-down induced decision tree used for the data mining in the human
genome project (Ersoy 2000) is as follows:
1. Divide a set of example called training set S into two more subsets using a test on one or
most features. If every subset from S is pure (all examples in the subset are from one class),
then stop.
2. If not, investigate all tests that split S into subsets. Rank each test according to how well it
divides the example.
3. Select the test that ranks first.
4. Do this operation recursively on each subset.
The result is a decision tree with test nodes and leaf nodes. Then leaf nodes contain
class labels.
Decision trees partition the feature or attribute space perpendicularly. Figure 3.3 shows
a decision tree Matlab toolbox developed by Craig W. Codington (1996). In order to
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compare the performance of our new methods to the other algorithms, we chose decision tree
C4.5, C5 (Quinn 2000) in our research because C4.5 and C5 are the most popular decision
trees.

3.4.3 Neural networks
Neural networks are commonly regarded as supervised classifiers and were initiated by
McCulloch and Pitts in 1943. In 1982, Kohonen introduced an unsupervised neural network
called SOM (self-organizing map). Great enthusiasm of extensive development multilayer
backpropagation and all sorts of neural networks occurs in 1980s and neural network achieved
a peak of scientific endeavor. In 1990s, Ersoy’s parallel self-
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Figure 3.2. Support vector machines.
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Figure 3.3 Decision tree.
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organizing hierarchical neural networks were constructed. Furthermore, in 2000, Ersoy
introduced rare event rule extraction by neural networks in the human genome projects. The
motivation of neural networks is to model human intelligence. Although neural networks can be
trained to make reasoning and predictions, however whether neural networks can really simulate
the human intelligence still remains as an open philosophic debate.

3.4.4 Ersoy’s parallel, self-organizing, hierarchical neural networks
Parallel, self-organizing hierarchical neural networks (PSHNN) was invented by
Professor Okan Ersoy in 1990s. The PSHNN architecture is proposed for the purpose of
increasing classification accuracy, reducing learning rates, and achieving true parallelism. It
involves a self-organizing number of stages with error detection and rejects schemes. The
number of stages on a PSHNN system grows to adapt to the difficulties of classification
problems. The PSHNN systems have many attractive properties, such as fast learning time,
parallel operation of self-organizing of neural networks during testing, and high performance in
applications. Adaptation to optimize connection weights by adjusting the error-detection bounds
and thereby resulting very high fault-tolerance and robustness are also achieved with theses
systems (Leondes 1998).

3.4.5 Nearset neighbor classifiers
A nearest neighbor classifier gives the classification of an instance according to the class
information of its nearest neighbor. The K-nearest neighbor classifier makes prediction
according to the majority vote of the classes of k nearest neighbors. A new type of nearest
neighbor classifier called MLIC (Multiple-Labeled Instance Classifier) is developed in this
paper to assess protein functions on a large scale using computational intelligence.

3.5 Research strategy
The advantages of supervised learning for classification can be summarized as:
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•

If underlying probability distribution of data is completely know, we can design an optimal
classifier which is Bayesian classifier.

•

However, even without complete knowledge of the probability distribution of the data, it is
still often possible to build a useful classifier. For example when designing a decision tree or
a nearest-neighbor classifier, one rarely has complete knowledge of the underlying
probability distribution of the data.

•

Easy to evaluate the performance.

Disadvantages of supervised learning can be summarized as:
•

It is difficult to estimate certain parameters such as of K in nearest neighbor classifier and
number hidden neurons in the neural networks.

•

Hard to learn complex data.

The advantages of unsupervised learning (clustering) can be summarized as:
•

Allows data mining on “unknown” data.

•

No need to know underlying probability distribution of data.

Disadvantages of unsupervised learning can be summarized as
•

Learning is usually not robust.

•

Result is usually not unique.

•

It is difficult to estimate certain parameters, usually need a prior knowledge of number of
neurons, cluster centers or prototypes.

•

No unique way to evaluate the performance of a clustering algorithm.

•

Hard to evaluate results.
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4. THE UST ALGORITHM: A NEW WAY OF COMBINING SUPERVISED AND
UNSUPERVISED LEARNING

In this chapter, we introduce a new algorithm called Unsupervised-Supervised Tree
(UST). The core of UST is the MCT (Maximum Contrast Tree). Many machine learning
methods such as K-means require predefined parameters to be chosen to determine the
granularities of the result. However, if the underlying probability distribution of each class is
unknown, then there is no good way to estimate about the number of parameters to be chosen
and how they should be chosen. Furthermore, such result from granularities can not reflect the
proteins’ hierarchical functional relationships.
After studying the only two papers currently available on protein phylogenetic profiles by
machine learning approaches (Pavlidis 2002, Vert 2002) outside Ersoy’s group, we look for an
alternative to well-known techniques such as support vector machines (that were built on the
statistical theory for two class data) for the following reasons:
1. Reducing the multifunctional protein classes (such as those shown in Table 5.4) down to
two classes may result in a loss of information regarding protein functional relationships.
2. The complex nature of protein-protein interactions may mean that the learning problem is
too difficult for a purely supervised learning method.
3. We are not convinced that the tree kernel is a biologically plausible model for a phylogenetic
tree.
4. Protein functional classes with a small number of instances (rare event classes) pose a
difficult learning problem, particularly for SVMs; however, such classes may be highly
significant in medical science, and should not be ignored.
In developing our algorithm, our goal has been to combine the advantages of supervised and
unsupervised learning to build up a relational tree that could best reflect the proteins’ hierarchical
functional relationships.
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4.1 Structure of the UST
We developed the UST algorithm that yields a hierarchical decomposition of the feature
space in a manner that groups proteins (genes) with similar profiles at each stage, thus
transforming a complex problem into simpler subproblems to improve the performance of
generalization. The optional first stage of the UST tree clusters the data using clustering
algorithms such as SOMs and K-means. This is the unsupervised stage. In this paper, we used
SOMs rather than K-means, because SOMs have more favorable features for clustering and
analysis of gene expression patterns (Tamayo 1999). Next stage involves constructing a
hierarchical tree so that protein functional relationships can be mapped onto the relational tree
structure; this stage can either be supervised or unsupervised. Learning methods that can be
used in the second stage include
•

Maximum Contrast Trees (MCT)

•

Decision Trees

•

Bayesian Trees

•

Hierarchical Trees

support vector machine Trees (Ersoy 2003)
The Maximum Contrast Tree is the one we have developed in our own work and has
the best performance. Therefore, MCT forms the core of the UST algorithm. It was titled the
Maximum Contrast Tree because it decomposes the feature space in a way that guarantees that
the proteins (genes) with maximum separation will end up in different nodes of the tree. The
UST algorithm illustrated in this paper is based on the construction of the MCT with an optional
first stage of SOM. Other types of USTs are also useful (Yang 2002). Since the implementation
of SOM has been explained in the previous chapter, we focus on the construction of MCT in
detail in this chapter.

4.1.1 The optional first stage: self-organizing maps (SOMs)
Our motivation for using SOM as first stage is to reduce the computational time
involved in MCT as the second stage since SOM can roughly group the similar instances at first
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stage. However, the resolution of a SOM is low and the result is not robust, similar instances
may be assigned into different neurons and such assignment is not unique, even with the same
data, when the initial location of neurons is different. Unfortunately, SOM does not have a rule
on how the neurons should be initialized. Consequently, SOM has only been considered as an
optional first stage of UST.
In our C++ software on SOM we developed, the inputs are 60-dimensional
phylogenetic profile vectors; each element is corresponding to an attribute value derived from
one of the 60 genomes. The visualization space is chosen as two-dimensional. Neurons are
initialized on a square grid.

4.1.2 Maximum Contrast Tree
The core of UST is the Maximum Contrast Tree (MCT) and how it is utilized as
supervised learning classifiers. The tree is constructed by performing a hierarchical
decomposition of the feature space; this step is performed regardless of the complex nature of
the protein functional class labels. The MCTs are a family of completely independent algorithms
and can be used alone without first stage. In such usage, the USTs are just one stage MCTs.
The following section illustrates MCTs. We explain the construction MCT in method I, and
balanced MCT in method II. There are other types of MCTs such as fixed point MCT..

4.2 Constructing the Maximum Contrast Tree
Based on the scenario of nearset Neighbor classifier, the Maximum Contrast Trees
(MCTs) are constructed so that at each stage the two training instances with maximum contrast
(that is, the two training instances with maximum separation according to some distance
measure) are used as seeds from which a partition of the feature space (into two sets) is grown
(this is called splitting a node). The nearest neighbor instances should always go to the same
node.
The construction of the tree begins with a root node N that contains all the training data.
The procedure split(N) splits the root node into two child nodes NL and NR, which are then
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recursively split using the same procedure. We have investigated several different ways of
splitting a node; we will refer to these as Method I and Method II etc. The difference between
Method I and Method II is that Method II guarantees a balanced tree, whereas Method I does
not. We refer method I as traditional MCT or just MCT, and method II as balanced MCT.
Another type of MCT is fixed point MCT. We describe each method below.

4.2.1 Method I: MCT
Procedure split(N)
Let T be the set of training instances in node N. First we find the two instances X L , X R
in T that have maximum separation according to some distance measure d (⋅,⋅) , i.e.
d ( X L , X R ) = max d ( X i , X j )
i, j

Let ANL be a set of training instances that initially contains only the element X L , and ANR be a
r
set of training instances that initially contains only the element X R . Let d ( X , ANL ) be the
r
minimum distance of instance X to any instance in ANL , and similarly let d ( X , ANR ) be the
minimum distance of instance X to any instance in ANR . We grow the sets ANL and ANR until
they include all the training instances in T as follows:
Repeat until ANL U ANR = T :
•

Let X 1 be the instance in the set T − ( ANL U ANR ) that minimizes the distance to any instance
in ANL , i.e.
r
r
X 1 = r arg min d ( X , ANL ) ,
X ∈T − ( A NL U A NR )

and let X 2 be the instance in the set T − ( ANL U ANR ) that minimizes the distance to any
instance in ANR , i.e.

r
r
X 2 = r arg min d ( X , ANR )
X ∈T −( A NL U ANR )
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•

r
r
If d ( X1 , ANL ) < d ( X 2 , ANR ) then add X 1 to ANL
else add X 2 to ANR .

Create two new nodes NL and NR, which are, respectively, the left and right child of node N.
Initialize node NL so that it contains all the training instances in the set ANL , and similarly initialize
node NR so that it contains all the training instances in the set ANR . This completes the
description of Method 1.

4.2.2 Method II: Balanced MCT
Procedure split(N)
Let T be the set of training instances in node N. First we find the two instances X L , X R
in T that have maximum separation according to some distance measure d (⋅,⋅) , i.e.
d ( X L , X R ) = max d ( X i , X j )
i, j

Let ANL be a set of training instances that initially contains only the element X L , and ANR be a
r
set of training instances that initially contains only the element X R . Let d ( X , ANL ) be the
r
minimum distance of instance X to any instance in ANL , and similarly let d ( X , ANR ) be the
minimum distance of instance X to any instance in ANR . We grow the sets ANL and ANR until
they include all the training instances in T as follows:
Repeat until ANL U ANR = T :
•

Let X 1 be the instance in the set T − ( ANL U ANR ) that minimizes the distance to any instance
in ANL , i.e.

•

•

r
r
X 1 = r arg min d ( X , ANL ) ,
X ∈T − ( A NL U A NR )

Add X 1 to ANL .
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•

If T − ( ANL U ANR ) is not empty, then let X 2 be the instance in the set T − ( ANL U ANR ) that
minimizes the distance to any instance in ANR , i.e.

•

•

r
r
X 2 = r arg min d ( X , ANR )
X ∈T −( A NL U ANR )

Add X 2 to ANR .

Create two new nodes NL and NR, which are, respectively, the left and the child of node N.
Initialize node NL so that it contains all the training instances in the set ANL , and similarly initialize
node NR so that it contains all the training instances in the set ANR . This completes the
description of Method 2.
While we have used a Euclidean distance measure in our experiments, other distance
measures could be used as well; we list two distance measures below:
Euclidean distance:

v
d ( X ,Y ) =

m

∑ (X
i =1

Correlation coefficient:
m

v
d ( X ,Y ) =

∑ (X
i =1

m

i

− X i )(Yi − Y i )

∑ ( Xi − X i ) 2
i =1

m

∑ (Y − Y )
i =1

i

i

2

i

− Yi ) 2
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4.2.3 The fixed point MCT
Fixed point MCT is a modified version of MCT. It is constructed by first selecting two
maximum separating seeds. The seeds are placed in each of left and right child nodes. We call
these seeds as a left seed and a right seed. All instances on the mother node that are closer to
the left seed than right seed are placed in the left node, otherwise, are placed in the right node.
The procedure is recursive until each terminal node contains only one instance..

4.3 Fast implementation algorithm
A fast implementation algorithm is built based on a lookup table storing all distances
between a pair of proteins (genes) in a sorted order. Then, the processor is simplified to
information retrieval rather than time consuming repetitive calculation. A pseudocode is
provided below.
Build-MC-Tree (Genelist)
k ←1
for i = 1 to length (GeneList)
do for j = i+1 to length (GeneList)
do Dist[k] ← Distance (GeneList[i], GeneList[j])
IndexOne[k] ← i
IndexTwo[k] ← j
k ← k+1
Sort (Dist) > Sort the Distance in ascending order

> The last element in the Dist Array will be
> a pair of gene that are farthest apart
h1 ← 1
h2 ← 1
TreeLeft[h1 ] ← IndexOne[ k ]
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TreeRight[h2 ] ← IndexTwo[ k ]
GeneList [ IndexOne[ k ]]. Mark ← Left
GeneList [ IndexTwo[ k ]]. Mark ← Right

while h1 + h2 ≠ Length( GeneList ))
do Find_Next_Gene(TreeLaft, TreeRight, IndexOne, IndexTwo, GeneList)
Build_MCT_Tree(TreeLeft)
Build_MCT_Tree(TreeRight)
Find_Next_Gene(TreeLaft,TreeRight,IndexOne,IndexTwo,GeneList)
h1 ← Length( TreeLeft )
h2 ← Length (TreeRight )

do if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Blank
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Blank )
then skip (do nothing)
else if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark ≠ Blank
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark ≠ Blank )
then skip (do nothing)
else if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Left
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Blank )
then h1 ← h1 + 1
TreeLeft[h1 ] ← IndexTwo [i ]
GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Left

else if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Blank
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Left
then h1 ← h1 + 1
TreeLeft[ h1] ← IndexOne[i ]
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GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Left

else if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Right
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Blank
then h2 ← h2 + 1
TreeLeft[h2 ] ← IndexOne[i ]
GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Right

else if ( GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Blank
and GeneList [ IndexTwo[ i ]]. Mark = Right
then h2 ← h2 + 1
TreeRight[ h2 ] ← IndexOne[i ]
GeneList [ IndexOne[i ]]. Mark = Left

In this way, computational complexity is reduced from n 6 to n 3 ln n , which is at least
million times faster than the regular implementation.

4.4. The energy function
Clustering algorithms can often be derived by first defining an appropriate energy
function over the parameter space. Choosing the parameters that minimize the energy can serve
as the basis for defining clusters.
Therefore if the new coming instance approaches the nearest neighbor, the energy is
minimized. The new instances should enter the sub-notes of the tree according to the nearest
neighbor rules. This serves two purposes. First two child nodes will be formed as the maximum
separation between each other. It maximizes boundaries that separate these two nodes.
Secondly, instances inside a child note are maximally similar to each other. Therefore, MCT is
constructed to minimize the energy function at each local step.
The split at each node of the Maximum Contrast Tree can be viewed as minimizing an
energy function. Let T be the set of training instances at a node. For a given partition of the set T
into two sets A L and A R , we define the energy of this partition to be
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E ({ A L , AR }) = −

min
L

X ∈A , Y ∈A

R

d ( X ,Y)

Then, the goal is to find the two sets A L , A R that minimize E ({ A L , A R }) subject to the
constraint that A L ∪ A R = T . A plausible algorithm for constructing the maximal partition is as
follows. Define a third set, AU , the set of undecided instances, and initially let this set consist of
all instances in T. Let A L and A R initially be empty. To start off the algorithm, we want to
choose two instances from AU ; one will be added to A L , and the other will be added to A R
(both instances will then be deleted from AU ). Which two instances should we choose to give
the minimum value to
E ({ A L , AR }) = −

min
L

X ∈A , Y ∈A

R

d ( X ,Y) ?

The answer is that we should choose the two most widely separated instances, just as we do in
the maximum contrast algorithm. The algorithm is iterative: on each iteration, we move one
instance from AU into either A L or A R . We choose to move the instance that will result in the
smallest value of E ({ A L , AR }) = −

min
L

X ∈A , Y ∈A

R

d ( X , Y ) . This instance turns out to be the instance

in AU that is closest to either A L or A R . If this instance is closest to A L , then we move this
instance from AU to A L , otherwise if it is closest to A R then we move this instance from AU
to A R . Since on each iteration, we remove one instance from AU , the algorithm will eventually
terminate when AU is empty, at which point we will have A L ∪ A R = T . Since at each step we
have chosen the action that minimize
E ({ A L , AR }) = −

min
L

X ∈A , Y ∈A

R

d ( X ,Y) ,

it is plausible that when the algorithm terminates, the resulting partition will be optimal. Further
note that the steps above correspond exactly to the steps involved in splitting a node in the
natural growing Maximum Contrast Tree. The MCTs belong to the family of step-wise greedy
algorithms.

4.5 Overview of UST results
All the 6357 proteins (derived from open reading frames) inside the yeast genome were
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mapped onto a functionally related tree structure by the UST, so that protein functional
relationships can be viewed at any layer and at any node (Figure 4.1). Such tree structure
preserves all complex protein functional information, including proteins belonging to the rare
event classes (classes of proteins with fewer occurrences inside a genome). Such type of data
occurs commonly in biological datasets. It is inspiring that unknown proteins can be assigned
functions by known proteins using the UST method. The UST allowed us to establish many
links between proteins of related functions in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae as further
discussed in the next chapters.
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Figure 4.1. Overall procedure
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5. DATA GENERATION LIST OF TABLES

5.1 Reasons for generating our own data
We decided to generate our own dataset for the following reasons:
1. The heterogeneous data used by Pavlidis (2002) and Vert (2002) contains DNA
microarray data that may eliminate the capacity of detecting protein functional
relationships without sequence homology, because the DNA microarray data may not
be used to assign an unknown protein function by a known protein function without
sequence homology.
2. DNA microarray data contain high experimental noise that ends up being merged with
the heterogeneous data.
3. We wanted to work with a complete genome, rather than just 2465 genes, as more
genes mean more functional relationships.
4. We wanted to increase the number of species in the profiles, to improve the
performance.
5. We do not want to neglect rarely occurring genes (belong to the rare event classes)
because those rare event classes may have significant biological interests.

5.2 Method in generating protein phylogenetic profiles
Data generation and procedures are summarized in Figure 5.1.
For each of the 6357 ORFs (open rading frames) in the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae genome¶, we constructed a protein phylogenetic profile over 60 complete genomes§
which includes 12 archaeabacterial genomes (Table 5.1), 45 eubacterial
________________________________________________________________________
¶ downloaded from ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu.
§ downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology (NCBI) site
genomes (Table 5.2) and 3 eukaryotic genomes Table 5.3). The ith element of the phylogenetic
profile for a given ORF A is obtained by using the BLASTp program.
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(Altschul 1997) to search the ith genome for the presence of ORF A. The score reported by
BLASTp (means blast algorithm on proteins) is given by:
max

O RF B in ith genome

Evalue( A, B)

where Evalue(A,B) is a matching score that lies between 0 and infinity. The Evalue is obtained
from another quantity called the p-value via the transformation
Evalue(A,B) = - ln (1 – Pvalue(A,B))
The Pvalue is matching score (probability) that lies between 0 and 1; Pvalue(A,B) equals
one if internal amino-acid sequences of ORFs A and B are identical, and equals zero if they are
completely different. The phylogenetic profiles were then normalized by subtracting off the
expectation value of each attribute and dividing by the standard deviation of each attribute.

5.3 Obtaining protein functional labels
Protein function descriptions and class labels were assigned according to the MIPS
Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database (CYGD)† using the Pedant (Protein Extraction,
Description and Analysis Tools) program‡. Of the 6357 Open Reading Frames (ORFs) in the
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome, 3887 are functionally known, and 2470 are functionally
unknown or questionable; only 1084 carry a unique label. Functionally unknown ORFs are
assigned label “98”, and questionable ORFs are assigned label “99”. Functionally known ORFs
may carry more than ten labels, due to the multifunctional nature of proteins. There are
altogether 285 hierarchical protein functional classes (i.e. 01.01.07 amino acid transport,
01.20.17.03 biosynthesis of amines, 02.11.05 accessory proteins of electron transport and
membrane-associated energy conservation) in the Yeast Genome, among which 20 of them are
in the first layer (i.e. 01 metabolism, 02 energy, 67 transport facilitation). It is important to be
aware of the hierarchical labeling scheme corresponding to the different levels of biological
pathways that proteins participate. For example, Table 5.4 shows the labels for two proteins
(ORFs). The resulting dataset consisted of 6357 labeled instances; each instance includes a 60
element phylogenetic profile vector, along with a set of labels, specifying the functions of
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proteins. The overall process resulting in the dataset to be fed into the UST tree and subsequent
processing is shown in Figure 4.1.

Table 5.1. 12 archaeabacterial genomes.
1. [A]

Aeropyrum pernix K1

7. [A]

Pyrococcus abyssi

2. [A]

Archaeoglobus fulgidus

8. [A]

Pyrococus horikoshii

3. [A]

Halobacterium sp

9. [A]

Sulfolobus solfataricus

4. [A]
5. [A]

Methanobacterium
10. [A] Sulfolobus tokodaii
thermoautotrophicum
Methanococcus jannaschii 11. [A] Thermoplasma acidophilum

6. [A]

Pyrobaculum aerophilum

12. [A] Thermoplasma volcanium
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13. [B]

Agrobacterium tumefaciens

36. [B] Mycoplasma pneumoniae

14. [B]

Aquifex aeolicus

37. [B] Mycoplasma pulmonis

15. [B]

Bacillus halodurans C-125

38. [B] Neisseria meningitidis MC58

16. [B]

Bacillus subtilis

39. [B] Nostoc sp. PCC 7120

17. [B]

Brucella melitensis

40. [B] Pasteurella multocida

18. [B]

Buchnera sp.

41. [B] Pseudomonas aeruginosa

19. [B]

Campylobacter jejuni

42. [B] Rickettsia conorii

20. [B]

Caulobacter crescentus

43. [B] Rickettsia prowazekii

21. [B]

44. [B] Ralstonia solanacearum

22. [B]

Chlamydophila pneumoniae
AR39
Chlamydia trachomatis

23. [B]

Chlamydia muridarum

46.[B]

24. [B]

Clostridium_acetobutylicum

47. [B] Staphylococcus aureus Mu50

25. [B]

Clostridium perfringens

48. [B] Streptococcus pneumoniae R6

26. [B]

Deinococcus radiodurans R1

49. [B] Streptococcus pyogenes

27. [B]

Escherichia coli K12

50. [B] Synechocystis PCC6803

28. [B]

Helicobacter pylori 26695

51. [B] Treponema pallidum

29. [B]

Lactococcus lactis subsp.

52. [B] Thermotoga maritima

45. [B] Salmonella typhi
Sinorhizobium meliloti

Lactis
30. [B]

Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e 53. [B] Ureaplasma urealyticum

31. [B]

Listeria innocua

54. [B] Vibrio cholerae

32. [B]

Mesorhizobium loti

55. [B] Xylella fastidiosa

33. [B]

56. [B] Yersinia pestis

34. [B]

Mycobacterium tuberculosis
CDC1551
Mycobacterium leprae

35. [B]

Mycoplasma genitalium

57. [B] Borrelia burgdorferi
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58. [W]

C_elegant

59. [I]

Drosphorila

60. [P]

Arabidopsis

Table 5.4. S. cerevisiae multi-functional proteins (ORFs YBR243C and YMR319C).

S.cerevisiae

Functional

ORF name

categories

YBR243C

YMR319C

Functional description

01.04.01

phosphate utilization

01.05.01

C-compound and carbohydrate utilization

03.03.01

mitotic cell cycle and cell cycle control

06.07

protein modification

40.07

Endoplasmic reticulum

13.01.01.01

homeostasis of metal ions (Na, K, Ca etc.)

67.04.01.01

heavy metal ion transporters (Cu, Fe, etc.)

08.19

cellular import

40.02

plasma membrane

____________________________________________________________
† HTTP://MIPS.GSF.DE/PROJ/YEAST/CYGD/.
‡ HTTP://MIPS.GSF.DE/PROJ/YEAST/CYGD/DB/INDEX.HTML
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6. RESULTS OF UST ON BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS

The process of evolution has resulted in the production of DNA sequences that encode
proteins with specific functions.
With USTs built by relational trees, it appears possible to make many significant
observations, some of which may lead to a deeper understanding of protein functions and
evolutions. Examples are given below.

6.1 Identifying functional related proteins
Functionally related proteins tend to be grouped together in the UST. Tables 6.1 - 6.3 show
UST nodes form which each node contains only functionally related proteins.

Table 6.1. Functionally related ADP/ATP carrier genes classified by UST.
#347:

YBR085W ADP/ATP carrier protein

40.16

8.04 67.16

01.03.19

40.16

8.04 67.16

01.03.19

40.16

8.04 67.16

01.03.19

(MCF) ATP/ADP exchange
ATP/ADP antiporter
#4565:

YMR056C ADP/ATP carrier protein
(MCF) ATP/ADP exchange
ATP/ADP antiporter

#168:

YBL030C

ADP/ATP carrier protein
(MCF) ATP/ADP exchange
ATP/ADP antiporter
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Table 6.2 Functionally related mannosyltransferase O-linked glycosylation proteins classified by
UST.

UST Gene

Name

Description

Common Labels

#5778

YOR321W

Mannosyltransferase
O-linked glycosylation

40.07

#2474:

YGR199W

Putative
6.07
mannosyltransferase Olinked glycosylation
dolichylphosphatemannose--pr

01.05.01

#843:

YDL095W

Mannosyltransferase
O-linked glycosylation
dolichyl-phosphatemannose--pr

40.07

6.07

01.05.01

#49:

YBL023C

Mannosyltransferase
O-linked glycosylation
dolichyl-phosphatemannose—pr

40.07

6.07

01.05.01

ID
6.07

01.05.01
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Table 6.3 Functionally related DNA replication proteins classified by UST.

UST

Name

Description

Common Labels

YGL201C

Involved in

40.1

03.01.03

40.1

03.03.01

03.01.05

40.1

40.03

03.01.03

40.1

40.03

03.01.03

Gene ID
#2200:

replication DNA
replication initiation
chromatin binding
#1853:

YER179W meiosis-specific

03.03.02

protein meiosis DNA
binding
#1609:

YEL032W Replication initiation
protein DNA
replication

#160:

YBL023C

DNA replication
initiation
chromatin binding

6.2 Identifying protein (gene) functional complex without sequence homology
USTs have capabilities to group together proteins without sequence homology that
participate in different metabolic pathways but belong to the same functional group. An example
is given in Table 6.4, with a UST node, which contains 11 proteins that share a common
functional class label “40.16”, which means that these are mitochondrial proteins. Proteins
“Q0085”, “Q0250”, “Q0275”, “YEL024W”, YER141W” and “YOR065W” are all involved
in the mitochondrial oxygen phosphorylation pathway, while proteins “Q0065”, “Q0110”,
“Q0115” and “Q0120” are involved in another DNA processing pathway. These two pathways
are not directly related, but they both exist in mitochondria. So it is reasonable to conclude that
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these two sets of proteins may have co-evolved.

Table 6.4 A UST node show a protein complex involved in different pathways in the
mitochondria.

UST Gene

Gene Description

ID

Common

Other multi-

Functional

functional

class

classes

Q0065

DNA endonuclease

40.16

04.05.05.01

Q0085

F1F0-ATPase complex, FO A subunit

40.16

Q0110

mRNA maturase BI2

40.16

13.01.01.03;
02.13;
67.50.22;
08.04;
04.05.05.01;

Q0115

mRNA maturase BI3

40.16

04.05.05.01;

Q0120

mRNA maturase BI4

40.16

04.05.05.01;

Q0250

cytochrome-c oxidase subunit II

40.16

02.13

Q0275

cytochrome-c oxidase chain III

40.16

02.13

YEL024W

02.13

YER141W

ubiquinol--cytochrome-c reductase iron- 40.16
sulfur protein precursor
cytochrome oxidase assembly factor
40.16

YLR163C

mitochondrial processing peptidase

40.16

02.13;
06.10;
06.07

YOR065W

cytochrome-c1

40.16

02.13
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6.3 A scenario of evolutionary pathways
USTs can be used to extract the fundamental pattern for the first six classes of proteins
(containing 4458 ORFs) based on their protein phylogenetic profiles. All 4458 ORFs
werstudied using a UST tree with 24 nodes at the top level as shown in Figure 6.1. It is
observed that all 24 nodes show distinct patterns. For example, genes inside nodes 1, 2, 3, 5,
6, 7 show a low likelihood of existing in bacterial genomes and a high likelihood of existing in the
last three eukaryotic organisms. On the other hand, genes inside nodes 13 thru 24 show a low
likelihood existing in bacteria and an even lower likelihood of existing in the last three eukaryotic
organisms. So probably the proteins in these nodes are unique to yeast, or to fungi.
Based on the evolutionary tree, fungi evolved from bacteria but constitute a distinct
kingdom compared with plants or animals. Therefore, it is reasonable that fungi have their own
set of proteins. These proteins that are unique to fungi were probably obtained from a unique set
of bacteria proteins but changed extensively during evolution. That is why these proteins show a
low likelihood of existing in bacteria. Interestingly, plant and animal kingdoms inherited another
set of proteins from bacteria and these proteins also changed extensively during evolution. That
is why this set of proteins has an even lower likelihood of existing in the plant and animal
kingdoms because they are derived from different sets of bacterial proteins.
The set of proteins in node # 4 is particularly interesting; it shows that those proteins
have a high likelihood of existence in archeal bacteria and the eukaryotic organisms, but a low
likelihood of existing in eubacteria. Would it be possible that fungi, plants and animals all
obtained this set of proteins from archaeal bacteria rather than eubacteria?
This suggests a puzzle, because eubacteria are much more closely related to eukaryotes
than archaebacteria. Furthermore, the 186 ORFs in this node show a variety of biological
functions from basic metabolism to mRNA processing and cell cycle regulation. It is surprising
to find that some cell cycle regulation proteins show a high likelihood of existing in
archaebacteria because they do not have cell cycle regulation machinery. We speculate that
evolution proceeds in cycles, but the cycle does not arrive back at exactly the same point, so it
is better viewed as a helix; in this case archaebacteria and eukaryotes may be separated by one
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cycle of the helix.
More results and more detailed analysis from USTs suggest a division of the genes
according to different evolutionary pathways, which may be helpful in better understanding the
theory of evolution (Figure 6.2). Yeast Protein Phylogenetic Profile 4x6 UST nodes. The 4458
ORFs from the first 6 classes were classified into 24 clusters. For each cluster, the x-axis is the
60 genomes and the y-axis is the log of the highest E-value obtained from the Blast search. The
blue curve gives the average log E-value and the red curve gives the standard deviation. Note
that adjacent clusters show similar curve patterns. Each node contains a number of similar
ORFs.
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Figure 6.2 A scenario of evolutionary pathways for different sets of genes.

6.4 Predicting functions of unknown proteins
Unknown proteins (genes) can in some cases be assigned functions by known proteins
(genes) that belong to the same UST nodes, even when the unknown proteins (genes) have no
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sequence homology to the known proteins (genes). For example, a UST node in Table 6.5
contains several drug resistance proteins: “YCL069W”, “YDR119W”, “YHL040C”,
“YHL047C” and “YOL158C”. These are transporter proteins that integrate into the cell
membrane. This node also contains protein “YCR102C” labeled “99”, whose function is
unknown. However, it might be similar to the toxD gene, whose protein binds with cell surface
transport proteins and increases their efficiency in pumping out the drug. So while neither the
toxD protein nor the unknown protein have sequence similarity to the transport proteins, we can
conclude that the unknown protein (gene) has a toxD-like function or is the toxD gene. Another
interesting protein is “YCL073C”, which is known to be involved in drug resistance, but whose
precise role in drug resistance remains unknown. Based on the UST results, we speculate that it
is either a transporter protein or it binds to a transporter protein. These results are illustrated in
Figure 6.3. This figure show that transporter genes may need the participation of an unknown
toxD-like gene to pump out drugs.
Table 6.5 A UST node showing the transporter related proteins involved in drug resistance.
UST Gene

Gene Description

ID
YCL069W
YCL073C
YCR102C
YDR119W
YHL040C
YHL047C
YOL158C

Strong similarity to drug resistance
protein SGE1
Strong similarity to subtelomeric
encoded proteins
Similarity to C.carbonum toxD gene
similarity to B.subtilis tetracycline
resistance
ferrichrome-type siderophore
transporter
siderophore transporter for
triacetylfusarinine C
a gene of the major facilitator
superfamily encodes a transporter for
enterobactin

Common
Common
functional class functional
in detoxification class in drug
transporters
11.07
67.28
11.07

67.28

99
11.07

67.28

11.07

67.28

11.07

67.28

11.07

67.28
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Figure 6.3. Prediction of unknown protein by UST.
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7. NEW CLASSIFIER TO HANDLE MULTIPLE-LABELED INSTANCES

7.1 Theoretical properties of the nearest neighbor classifier
The K-nearest neighbor decision rule determines classification of an unclassified sample
according the known classification information of nearest k samples. Patrick and Fischer (1970)
called their generalized K-nearest neighbor rule utilizing local density estimation as K-NN3.
They called the traditional decision rule studied by Cover and Hart (1967) as K-NN2, while
they refer to the original first introduction of this type of classifier by Fix and Hodges (1951,
1952) as K-NN1. Despite the arsenals of K nearest neighbor classifiers, the MCT has a
number of original features and can be used as both two-class and complex multiple-class
classifiers. We used the theory of Cover and Hart to estimate the performance of K-NN
classifier and show why they can be used to form the statistical foundation of the MCT. The
nearest neighbor rule is independent of the underlying joint distribution of the sample points and
their classifications. Only in the case of having the complete statistical knowledge of underlying
joint distribution of observation of samples and true classes does the probability of error R of
nearest neighbor classifier approach Bayes probability of error R*, which is the minimum
probability of error over all decision rules. For a sufficient number of training instances available,
even for the worst situation, misclassification rate of the nearest neighbor classifier will not be
worse than twice of the best possible Bayes probability of error. From this point of view, it is
said that at least half the classification information in an infinite sample set can be obtained from
nearest neighbor classifiers. Biological data is complex by its nature, and it is unlikely to know a
complete probability distribution of samples. Therefore, Bayesian classifiers are hard to
construct. For such complex training data, it is highly useful to build up a relational tree based on
nearest neighbor rules.
What kind of data presented does matter in the classification problem. There are two
extreme situations, either the data contains complete statistical information of the underlying joint
distribution of the observations and the true class labels, or there is no information of the
underlying distribution, and only samples themselves are presented. In the first extreme, which
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are often seen in engineering data, a standard Bayes analysis gives an optimal decision
procedure with a corresponding Bayesian (minimum) probability of error of classification R*. In
the other extreme, which often happens in the biological data, a decision to classify an unknown
sample into a category is allowed by a collection of a number of correctly classified samples
called training data, and the decision procedure has not been solved clearly so far by any
machine learning method. There exists no optimal classification procedure with respect to all
underlying statistics and is in the domain of nonparametric statistics. Our data may be even
worse than this type of so called worst data because instances can carry more than ten labels,
which has not been studied in other machine learning algorithms.
The theory of Cover and Hart (1967) proved that probability of error for a nearsetNeighbor classifier is bounded below by the Bayes probability of error R* and above by R*(2 MR*/(M - 1)), where M is the number of classes. Therefore, any possible best decision rule
based on the infinite data set can only reduce the probability of error by at most one half of
nearset Neighbor rule provided the probability distribution is complete known. In this sense,
given a huge amount of unknown proteins (genes) inside a genome, at least half of the available
information in an infinite collection of classified samples is contained in the nearset Neighbor
rule. Furthermore, the theory of Cover and Hart also proved, if the underlying probability
distribution is completely unknown, the nearest neighbor decision rule is as good as best
possible Bayes decision rule. Due to unknown probability distributions of protein functional
classes in the feature space plus the fact, that the instance may carry more than ten labels, it is
reasonable that the nearest neighbor rule may be considered as the best decision rule based on
such type of data. This served as the statistical basis of constructing our maximum contrast tree
(MCT).

7.2 Probability that two phylogenetic profiles match due to chance
The assumption underlying the UST is that proteins (genes) with similar phlyogenetic
profiles are functionally related. A question can be asked: what is the probability that two
proteins (genes) that are not functionally related will, by sheer chance, have similar phylogenetic
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profiles? We can approximate this probability by finding the probability that for a given
phlyogenetic profile A, the distance to a phylogenetic profile B that has been randomly drawn
from the set of all phylogenetic profiles is less than or equal to a number “d”. Let A be a given
phylogenetic profile. Assuming that the phylogenetic profiles are of length n and are binary (i.e.
consist of 0’s and 1’s), then the probability that a randomly drawn phlylogenetic profile B will
differ from A in d bit positions is
Pr{d h ( A, B) = m} = Cnm (1 / 2) n
where dh is the Hamming distance (the number of bit positions in which the two bit vectors
differ), and Cnm , is the number of ways of choosing m objects out of n.
Assuming n equals to 60. The test protein (gene) has a 60 dimensional 0 and 1 bit
vector stored in it. The 1st element of a random protein (gene) is either 0 and 1, the probability
of the first element of a random protein phylogenetic profile that has the same bit of test instance
in the first element is exactly 1/2 (since it is binary, there is only either 1 representing existence
and 0 representing non-existence possibility in the phylogenetic profiles). So does the second
element, probability of matching is exactly 1/2, …. until 60th element also 1/2 probability for
exact match. Therefore the probability that two instances are exactly same in their phylogenetic
profile is 1/2 of 60 powers, which is (1/2)60 :
Pexact = (1/2)60 = 8.67 × 10-19
The age of visible universe does not exceed the quantity of 1018 seconds. This means
the probability that two proteins (genes) that are not functionally related have identical
phylogenetic profiles due to chance alone is the smaller than the ratio of one second over the
age of the visible universe (here visible means appears in any part of the electromagnetic
spectrum).
We now calculate the probability that two phylogenetic profiles differ by up to one bit.
We first calculate the probability that two phylogenetic profiles differ by exactly one bit, i.e. the
two profiles agree over all species but one. This is given by
P1-bit differ = 60 × (1/2)60 = (1/2)59 = 60 × 8.67 × 10-19 = 5.20 × 10-17
Therefore the probability that two phylogenetic profiles differ by up to one bit is just the sum of
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the probability that they differ by exactly one bit and the probability that the two phylogenetic
profiles are identical:
Pup to 1-bit differ = P1-bit differ + Pexact = (60+1) × Pexact = 61 × 8.67 × 10-19
= 5.29 × 10-17
This means the probability that two unrelated proteins (genes) differ by up to one bit in their
phylogenetic profiles due to chance alone is smaller than one minute over the whole lifetime of
universe.
The probability of two proteins (genes) differing exactly in two-bits in phylogenetic
profiles is
P2− bits = C602 (1 / 2 ) 60 = (1 / 2) 60 × (60 × 59) / 2
The probability of two proteins (genes) differing up to two bits in phylogenetic profiles is given
by
Pup to 2-bit differ = P2-bit differ + P1-bit differ + Pexact = ((60 × 59)/2+60+1) × Pexact
= (30 × 59 + 61) × Pexact = (30 × 60+31) × Pexact = 1831 × 8.67 × 10-19
= 1.588 × 10-15
This is smaller than one hour over the whole age of universe.
The Probability of two proteins (genes) differing in exactly three bits in their
phylogenetic profiles is given by
P3−bits = C603 (1 / 2) 60 = (1 / 2 ) 60 × ( 60 × 59 × 58) / ( 3 × 2) = ( 58 / 3) Cn2 Pexact
= ((58/3) × 30 × 59) * Pexact = 2.97 × 10-14
The probability of two proteins (genes) having up to 3-bits difference in phylogenetic profiles is
given by
Pup to 3-bit differ = P3-bit differ + Pup to 2-bit differ = (29.7 + 1.588) × 10-15 = 3.127 × 10-14
This is smaller than 9 hours over the whole age of the universe.
We can see by now, that these probabilities are very small, and can be regarded as
infinitesimal.
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Generalizing these results, the probability of two proteins (genes) differing in exactly k
bits in their phylogenetic profiles is given by
Pk −bit = Cnk (1 / 2) n where n is the dimension of sample vector.
Therefore, probability of two genes that are differ up to k bits is given by
k

∑C

k
n

Pup to k-bits differ =

(1 / 2)

n

i= o

If k = n which means two profiles differ up the size of sample dimension, this probability should
be just one by intuition. Let us prove it.
Proof: The binomial theorem gives
n

( a + b ) = ∑ Cn a b
n

k

k

n− k

k=0

n

if a = b = 1 then the left side is 2n , right side is

∑C

k
n

k =0

n

Therefore

∑C

k
n

=2

n

k =0

n

Pup to n-bits differ =

∑C

k
n

(1 / 2) = 2 × (1 / 2) = 1
n

n

n

i= o

Now, let us estimate the probability that two proteins (genes) differ up to half of their
bits in phylogenetic profiles.
If they differ in around half of their bits, these are the more likely probabilities than other
bits. Actually the probability distribution over the number of bits is just like a bell-shaped
distribution (Figure 7.1) with the peak at the middle point. The probabilities for those two
profiles that differ in around half of all bits are around 1/2 (Table 7.2). Let us give a proof for n
is odd case.

Proof: By symmetry, for n is odd
n

∑ Cnk (1 / 2 )n = 2 ×
k =o

n/2

∑C

k
n

(1 / 2) n

k =o

We just proved the left side is 1, therefore
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n/ 2

∑C

k
n

(1 / 2) n =

i =o

1
2

The probability density distribution is actually a binomial function with expectation value equaling
to
n × p = n × (1/2) = n/2.
In our data expectation value is 30, where n = 60.
The variance of binomial distribution is
n × p × q = n × (1/2) × (1/2).
In our data it is 15.
This function is plotted in Figure 7.1. We can see the probability between 0 to 15 bits
and between 45 and 60 bits are virtually zero. Almost 100% of the probability is concentrated
on the 15 to 45 bits range.
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Figure 7.1. pdf of 60 dimensional random Protein Phylogenetic Profiles.

The Euclidian distance between two protein phylogenetic profiles is

v
d ( X ,Y ) =

m

∑ (X

i

− Yi ) 2

i =1

If they differ by 1-bit, then d = 1; if they differ up to 2-bit, then the distance is 1+ 2 =2.4142 ;
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if they differ up to 3-bits, then the distance is 1+ 2 + 3 =4.146; and if they differ up to 4 bits
then the distance is 1+ 2 + 3 + 2 = 6.146. We can see the more they differ in bits, the larger
distance separates between these two instances. In this way, we can build up a look up
reference table (Table 7.1). This actual table is stored in a computer program and Cumulative
probability density function (CDF) is shown in Figure 7.3.
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Table 7.1. Distance measurement by up to the number bits difference

Up to k
bits
0-bit
Up to 1
Up to 2
Up to 3
Up to 4
Up to 5
Up to 6
Up to 7
Up to 8
Up to 9
Up to 10
Up to 11
Up to 12
Up to 13
Up to 14
Up to 15
Up to 16
…………
Up to 29
Up to 30
…………
Up to 60

Distance

Probability
from random

0
1
1+ 2 =2.41
1+ 2 + 3 =4.15
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 = 6.146
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 =8.38
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 =10.83
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 =13.48
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 =16.31
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 +3 =19.31
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 =22.47
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 + 11
= 25.79
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 + 11 +
= 29.25
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 +
10 + 11 + 12 + 13 = 32.85
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 + 11 +
13 + 14 = 36.60
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 + 11 +
13 + 14 15 = 40.47
1+ 2 + 3 + 2 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 + 3 + 10 + 11 +
13 + 14 15 +4 = 44.47
…………………………………….
…………………………………………………
…………………………………….
…………………………………….
…………………………………….

8.67 X 10-19
5.29 X 10-17
1.59 x 10-15
3.13 x 10-14
4.54 x 10-13
5.19 x 10-12
4.86 x 10-11
3.84 x 10-10
2.60 x 10-9
1.54 x 10-8
8.08 x 10-8
3.78 x 10-7

12

1.59 x 10-6
6.07 x 10-6

12

2.11 x 10-5

12

6.73 x 10-5

12

1.97 x 10-4
………..
0.4487
0.5513
………..
1
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Figure 7.2. Distance measures by bits
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Figure 7.3. CDF of bits distribution

From these results, we established a way of measuring distance in bits (Figure 7.2).
Instead of simple binary data (1 and 0), our data use E-value which is continuous and has been
normalized. By definition
E = - ln ( 1 - P)
So

P = 1- 1/ e E

When E goes to infinity, P is 1 and when E is zero, P is zero.
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Scaling back from E value to P value, we are now able to estimate the equivalent bits
difference by distance. For example a distance of 5.0 would be equivalent to 3.2 bit difference.
Furthermore, Table 7.1 gives the range of difference in bits of two protein phylogenetic profiles
by distance measurement and the noise level. For example, if two similar proteins (genes)
identified by UST has a scaled distance of 0.467, then these two proteins (genes) differ in
between 0 and 1 bit, and the probability of randomly match without UST is given by
8.67 × 10-19 < P < 5.20 × 10-17.
This probability is actually the background noise of UST.
In another example, if two similar proteins (genes) identified by UST has scaled distance
of 1.727, then these two proteins (genes) differ in between 1 and 2 bits, and the probability of
random match without UST is given by
5.20 × 10-17 < P <.3.127 × 10-14 which is the noise level.
Noise becomes “visible” (i.e. > 0.1%) when the bit difference is in the range of 15 to 45
bits. However, our purpose is to find closest proteins (genes) by UST so it is unlikely the closest
protein (genes) fall into that range. Experimental results showed most of two similar protein
(gene) pair identified by UST have scaled distances smaller than 2.4, which means they differ in
by less than 2-bits, and the chance of such two proteins (genes) can be pulled randomly without
UST is smaller than 3.127 × 10-14, which practically means impossible.
It should be noted that the above statistical analysis is based on randomly distributed
infinite samples. The noise levels of actual protein phylogenetic profiles may be higher.

7.3 New insight on improving nearest neighbor classifiers
These observations can be used to improve the performance of K-nearest neighbor
type algorithms on protein phylogenetic profile data. The K-nearest neighbor classifier gives a
test instance the majority class of the K nearest training instances. However, just because a
neighboring instance is one of the K nearest neighbors does not mean that it is in any sense near.
To improve the performance of the K-nearest neighbor classifier, we may require that
neighboring instances agree with the test instances to within a certain number of bit positions.
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Furthermore, we can use the framework developed in this chapter to select a threshold on how
many bit positions a test instance and a training instance can differ in. For example, suppose we
want the probability that two phylogenetic profiles match due to chance alone to be smaller than
0.05. Looking at the table of binomial coefficients, this implies that if the number of bit positions
in which the two phylogenetic profiles differ is between 27 and 35 inclusive, then the probability
that the two profiles match due to chance alone exceeds our threshold, and therefore we should
either reject this test instance, or else say that the two profiles do not match. If the number of bit
positions in which the two profiles differ is smaller than 26, then we say that, to within our
tolerance of chance matches, the two profiles suggest that the corresponding proteins are
functionally related, while if the number of bit positions in which the two profiles differ is larger
than 35, then we say that, to within our tolerance of chance matches, the two profiles suggest
that the corresponding proteins are not functionally related.
In conclusion, it is unlikely that the UST based classifiers can classify random pairs of
proteins (genes) in the same class in practice.

7.3 UST based multiple-labeled instance classifier (MLIC)
Currently, an instance carrying multiple labels has not been studied by computational
intelligence. In fact, most proteins are multi-functional, and this poses a challenge for machine
learning. We introduce a new machine learning classifier that can handle such situations called
Multiple-Labeled Instance Classifier (MLIC).We found out that a good approach for
classification is to use the MCT as a Tree-based bottom-up K nearest neighbor classifier. We
have been choosing K equal to 3. We divide all the known proteins (genes) into training set and
testing set. We tested MCTs by cross validation methods. The training set is used to generate
the MCT. For each test instance, we determine the nearest protein (gene) on a leaf terminal
node and move up one or two layers until the upper node contains at least 3 proteins (genes). In
case there are more than three proteins (genes), three closest proteins (genes) are chosen based
on closeness to the test protein (gene) on the node. Then the 3-nearest neighbor classifier with a
majority voting scheme is performed. The output of such a classifier is the set of class labels
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shared by any two of the three nearest neighbors, where the 3 nearest neighbors are defined by
the tree structure. An alternative would be to use the majority of the proteins (genes) at that
node and compare to the test protein (gene) to see if they match or not. Testing is used for
matching the highest layer of protein functional class to determine if two proteins participate in
the common biological pathway or not. Such test is performed by examining if there is an
overlap between the class labels of the test instance and the majority of the nearest proteins
(genes). This classifier is illustrated in Figure 7.3 and an example is given in Figure 7.4.
In 1993, Okan Ersoy (1993) introduced a majority voting method in Ersoy’s parallel,
self-organizing, hierarchical neural network with competitive learning and safe rejection scheme.
Because most proteins are multi-functional, instances carrying multiple labels makes
classification more complex than multi-class classification. The approach discussed above
makes this problem solvable since multiple labels are accepted in each instance, also allowing
rejection of the cases with uncertain classification.
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If 2 of 3 neighbors nearest to the test
gene share at least one common label
with the test instance, then this is
sufficient evidence to make a
classification

If yes, accept this instance for
testing.
If 2 of the 3 nearest neighbors
share a common class label,
classify test instance to that
class

If no, reject the test
instance as there is
insufficient evidence that
it is functionally related to
its neighbors

Is true label in set of labels
that test instance has been
classified to?

If yes, count as correct

If no, count as error

Figure 7.3. Block diagram of the Multiple-Labeled Instance Classifier.
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Actual example: For a test gene L038W, nearest neighbors
are: Gene R116C: Class label 5.01
Gene L063C: Class labels 5.01, 40.16
Gene R113C: Class labels 5.01, 40.16
As at least two of three nearest neighbors share a common
label, accept this gene for testing.

Set of labels assigned to test gene consists of any
label shared by two or more of the three nearest
neighbors. In this case, we assign the labels 5.01,
40.16 to the test gene
In this example, the set of true labels (i.e.
5.01, 40.16) of the test gene matches the
assigned labels exactly.
In this example, the test gene has been
classified correctly.

Figure 7.4. An example of MLIC.

7.4 Multiple functionalities of MLIC
MLICs are multi-functional themselves. Our experimental results showed the reject rate
tended to be low, and even if we treat rejecting rate as error rate to give an upper bound on
error rate, the results from UST were still better than the results of SVMs and decision trees.
When we use the MLIC as a two-class classifier, there is definitely a result of either correct
classification or misclassification from the majority voting at the node. Then, there is no reject
rate. In this way, performance can be compared numerically in detail to the support vector
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machines and to the decision trees using the same dataset. The advantage of MLICs is that it
can be used as either a 2-class classifier or a complex classifier involving instances belongs to
more than one labels or a regular multi-class classifier. In all cases, results are better than SVMs
and decision trees as reported in the next chapter.

7.5 Using the maximum contrast tree as a classifier
In order to make use of classification rules with respect to the maximum contrast tree,
the MCT can be used as a classifier in two different modes, which we refer to as one-level-up
and two-level-up. In one-level-up mode, given a test instance, we first search the leaves of the
tree to find the leaf node that contains the closest training instance. We then look at the set of
training instances in the parent of that leaf node, find the K instances that are nearest to the test
instance from this set, and use the majority class label of these K training instances as the
classification for the test instance. If the parent node does not contain K training instances, then
we look to the parent of that parent node (grandparent node), and apply the voting strategy just
described. Two-level-up mode is similar, but skips the step of looking at the parent of the leaf
node, and looks directly at the parent of the parent (grandparent) of the leaf node to find the K
nearest training instances. In our experiments we used K = 3.
The MCT is constructed based on the nearest neighbor classifier, by first choosing two
training instances with maximum distance at each node and assures that nearest neighbor
instances are always split into the same node (except the terminal node where there is only one
instance) .
The maximum contrast tree imposes a bias in how the feature space is divided; one of
the aims of this paper is to discover whether this bias is favorable or unfavorable. The MLIC is
a new development of K-NN-type classifier, but rather than choosing the nearest neighbors
using a distance measure, the nearest neighbors are defined by a tree structure. One of the goals
of this paper is to determine whether the resulting bias imposed on the feature space has any
advantages with respect to classification. As such, it performs a hierarchical decomposition
similar to that used in the branch and bound implementation of the K-NN algorithm.
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In order to test our algorithms, we have constructed a library of protein phylogenetic
profiles for the proteins in the yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae containing 285 different types
of proteins. Our protein phylogenetic profile library is constructed based on a set of 60
(complete) genomic sequences. Therefore protein phylogenetic profiles are 60 dimensional
vectors. Results showed that this library is an improvement over existing protein phylogenetic
profile libraries, which are constructed over 24 species (Pavlidis 2002, Vert 2002). We
compare our algorithms against existing classification algorithms, and, more broadly, compare
with common classification algorithms such as decision trees and support vector machines.
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8. COMARATIVE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

8.1 Accommodating to complex data by UST
To illustrate how the MCT works, let us consider a dataset containing four different
types of instances as shown in Figure 8.1. Instances belonging to class one are marked as red
circles; instances belonging to class two are represented as magenta dots; instances belonging
to classes three are denoted as blue crosses; and instances belong to class four are labeled as
green stars. The ideal approach is to classify or cluster these instances into for different
partitions; each contains instances of one type of class exclusively (i.e. red circles).
As shown in Figure 8.2, the MCT first generates two maximum separating seeds, which
are marked at the counter diagonal corners. The MCT first classifies all instances into two
partitions, the upper partition and lower partition. For illustration purposes, we use a red line as
pseudo partition boundary (not real partition boundary, real boundary is shown in Figure 8.7).
The MCT puts instances that are marked as green stars and blue crosses into the right node of
the tree; while instances belonging to red circles and magenta dots are put into the left node as
shown in Figure 8.3. The next step of MCT is to partition the instances as shown in Figures 8.4
to 8.5. The construction of the MCT is illustrated in Figure 8.6. The straight lines (hyperplanes)
are only for illustration purposes. From the Figure 8.7 regarding actual partitions of MCT, we
can see that the MCT generates highly irregular partition boundaries, which actually
accommodate to the complexities of the data.
Figure 8.8 shows a deviated data, in which, pseudo lines or hyperplanes can not be
drawn to separate instances of each class perfectly. However, the MCT can still partition the
space to separate instances of each class perfectly as shown in Figure 8.9. The construction of
the MCT is still the same as shown in Figure 8.10.
We observe that the MCT accommodates to the complexities of data well. In
comparisons, Decision Trees only partition the feature space by perpendicularly lines or
hyperplanes (Figure 3.3); SVMs generate a partition hyperplane at the transformed high
dimensional space (Figure 3.2), but if data get very complicated, still such a hyperplane may not
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be able to perfectly classify data even in the high dimensional space.
Figure 8.11 and 8.12 illustrate how MCT can assign functions of unknown proteins.
Instances that are marked purple “?” have two types, one type are those test instances and the
other type are unknown instances. If those instances marked purple “?” are test instances and
are classified as green “ *”, then we look at the real labels of instances of purple “?”. If they are
really green “*”, they are counted as correct classification, otherwise, they are counted as
errors. This gives an estimation of classification rate. Now if those instances marked as purple
*?” are unknown proteins (genes), those unknown genes can be predicted as the kind of
proteins (genes) of green “*”, the reliability of such prediction is given by the classification rate
on testing scheme as illustrated above.
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Figure 8.1. Data with 4 classes.
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Figure 8.2. First step of MCT.
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Red “o” Magenta “ .”
Blue “+” Green “*”

Red “o”
Magenta“.”

Blue “+”
Green “*”

Figure 8.3. How MCT splits a node.
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Figure 8.4. Next step of MCT.
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Figure 8.5. How MCT separates each class.
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Red “ o ” Magenta “ . ”
Blue “ + ” Green “ * ”

Red “ o ”
Magenta“ . ”

Blue “ + ”
Green “ * ”

Red “o”

Blue “+”

Magenta“.
”

Figure 8.6. MCT construction.

Green “ * ”
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Figure 8.7. The real boundaries of the MCT.
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Figure 8.8. Data with inseparable classes by hyperplanes.
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Figure 8.9. Real boundaries of MCT to separate the data.
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Red “o” Magenta “ .” Blue “+” Green
Red “o”

Blue “+”

Magenta“.”

Green “*”

Red “o”

Magenta“.”

Blue “+”

Green “*”

Figure 8.10. How the MCT was built to classify each instance.
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Figure 8.11. MCT can assign labels to unclassified instances.
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Figure 8.12. How MCT can be used to predict unknown proteins (genes).

8.2 Constructing a library of Yeast protein phylogenetic profiles
We have constructed a library of yeast protein phylogenetic profiles based on 60
genomes from the complete 6357 genes (ORFs) inside the yeast genome and we have
compared our results to the results by Pavlidis et al (2002) and Vert (2002), both based on 24
species from the selected “learnable” 2465 genes (ORFs) from the same yeast genome. The
results reported by Pavlidis et al. contain 27 types of proteins and Vert’s results have 16 types
of proteins. Our library was constructed over 200 types of proteins. It is an improvement over
results from others. Our algorithms compare favorably against existing classification algorithms,
and, more broadly, compare common classification algorithms over a more comprehensive
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protein phylogenetic profiles library than has been used previously. Results are described in
Section 8.3.

8.3 Comparative results
We compared the UST-based MLIC classifier to the Decision Tree algorithms C4.5
and C5, and to Support Vector Machines, both in the complex multi-class case and in the two
class case, as reported below.

8.3.1 Classification of complicated instances
The UST has the flexibility to be used in the complex multi-class case in which instances
can carry multiple class labels.
In the complex multi-class case, in which instances can carry multiple class labels, we
used the classification strategy described in Figure 7.4.
The Decision Tree algorithms C4.5 and C5 Decision Trees cannot handle instances that
belong to more than one class, and therefore we had to select only proteins belonging to a single
functional class, which reduced the number of available proteins (genes) from 6357 to 1804.
Although the training errors of both C4.5 and C5 were always less than 10%, both C4.5 and
C5 had difficulty learning this dataset, and the testing errors were always greater than 70%. In
the case of Support Vector Machines, for which detectors were constructed for each protein
functional class, 22 out 27 proteins gave testing error rates greater than 72% indicated in the
publication (Figure 8.13) of Pavlidis et al (2002). The results of the SVMs using our data are
shown in Table 8.2, in which 16/18 proteins had error rates ranging between 25 to 50%. This
means our data is better than data used by Pavlidis et al (in such usage as protein detectors).
Because most proteins are multi-functional, we randomly draw multi-functional proteins (genes)
for testing. The testing error rates for the UST-based MLIC are ranged from 8% to 19% over
100 runs (on each experiment, a different set of training and testing samples were drawn). On
the basis of these results (Table 8.1), we conclude that the UST-based MLIC outperforms both
Decision Trees and SVMs.
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Table 8.1. Performance comparisons of UST-based MLICs with Decision Trees and Support
Vector Machines.

Algorithms

Error Rate on
Testing

USTs

8%-19%

Multiple
Hierarchical Protein
Classes?
Yes, Complex

Yes, after
converting into two
classes yes or no
SVM protein
detectors

3887 Genes (use a
number of different
training / test instances
on 60 genomes
1500 training / 304 test
instances (total 1804) on
60 genomes
1500 training / 304 test
instances (total 1804) on
60 genomes
2465 genes
mixed with protein
phylogenetic profile data
and DNA microarray data
on 24 genomes

Yes, after
converting into two
classes yes or no
SVM protein
detectors

3887 genes (use hold a
number of different
training / test instances
on 60 genomes
(Table 8.2)

multi-class system
Decision Tree C45 72-85%

No, must be single
class for each gene

Decision Tree

71-84%

C
22/27 proteins

(Pavlidis et al

have error rates

Data)

greater than 72%

SVMs

16/18 proteins
have error rates
25% - 50%
see Table 8.2

(Our data)

No, must be single
class for each gene

SVMs

Dataset
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Table 8.2. Results of Support Vector Machines using our data

Protein functional categories
METABOLISM
ENERGY
CELL CYCLE AND DNA PROCESSING
TRANSCRIPTION
PROTEIN SYNDISSERTATION
PROTEIN FATE
CELLULAR TRANSPORT AND
TRANSPORT MECHANISMS
CELLULAR COMMUNICATION /
SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION MECH.
CELL RESCUE, DEFENSE AND
VIRULENCE
REGULATION OF / INTERACTION
WITH CELLULAR ENVIRONMENT
CELL FATE
DEVELOPMENT (Systemic)
TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS, VIRAL
AND PLASMID PROTEINS
CONTROL OF CELLULAR
ORGANIZATION
SUBCELLULAR LOCALISATION
PROTEIN ACTIVITY REGULATION
POTEIN WITH BINDING FUNCTION
OR COFACTOR REQUIREMENT
TRANSPORT FACILITATION

Class
01
02
03
04
05
06
08

Correct
424
110
230
267
142
224
186

Error
228
46
158
221
78
142
132

Total
652
156
388
478
220
366
318

Error rate
34.97 %
29.49 %
46.75%
46.23%
35.45%
42.26%
41.51%

10

23

23

46

50.00%

11

94

80

174

45.98%

13

64

56

120

46.67%

14
25
29

157
1
6

103
3
4

260
4
10

39.62%
75%
40%

30

72

60

132

45.5%

40
62
63

698
8
3

470
0
1

1168
8
4

40.24%
0%
25%

67

117

79

196

44.89%
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Figure 8.13. Results of Support Vector Machine (From the publication of Pavlidis
et al.).
Note: These results are from Pavlidis et al (2002). For the fifth class, mitochondrial
organization, among five most learnable MYGD classes, average false positive is 84.8 and
average false negative is 128.4. The overall error rate is (84.8 + 128.4)/296 = 72.1%

8.3.2 Comparative results for protein functional detectors
For each protein functional class C, we also defined a two class problem by defining all
instances that include C as one of the labels to be of class 0, and all other instances to be of
class 1. After training, the resulting two-class classifier functions as a detector for instances that
belong to that class. This procedure is repeated for each protein functional class. We
constructed more than 200 protein detectors; examples for the classes used to evaluate the
performance of the UST when used as a classifier are given in Tables 8.3-8.14. Figures 8.148.17 plot the some examples in comparing to Support Vector Machines and Decision Trees.
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The details of each example of comparative results are reported in Tables 8.3 through
8.14. Those sample results are randomly drawn from the library of the protein phylogenetic
profiles of the yeast S. cerevisiae we built. It is important to know that UST can handle not only
complex multiple classes, but also can be used as a two-class classifier using the UST-based
MLIC algorithm. First we need to specify what kinds of protein (gene) we want perform the
test, then for each testing protein (gene) belonging to that type of protein, we identify the nearest
protein (gene) on a terminal node of the UST. There are two modes on a MLIC, we named
them as one-level and two-level. For one-level method, we first examine the node just above
the identified nearest terminal node (parent node) of the testing protein (gene). If such l-level up
node already contain at least 3 proteins (genes), then perform MLIC on this node; otherwise,
perform the MLIC on the 2-level up node (grandparent node). For the two-level method, we
perform MLIC test directly on the node that is two-level above the terminal node (grandparent)
of the nearest protein (gene) without exam the 1-level up node. On both one-level-up and twolevel-up methods, we performed 3-fold cross validation method and repeated the test many
times with different randomly drawn data to obtain the reliable average classification rate. “>” is
used to denote the number of times UST is better than the compared classifier, and “<” is used
to denote the number of times UST is worse than the compared classifier during the testing.
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Table 8.3. Protein 02.13 Respiration with UST versus others results

Average classification accuracy
Label: 2.13

C45

UST
C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.556992

0.567444

0.580289

0.653173

0.652118

STD

0.067531

0.074686

0.068411

0.060416

0.059277

VAR

0.004560

0.005578

0.004680

0.003650

0.003514

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVERAGE

0.630293

0.570383

STD

0.073529

0.066998

VAR

0.005407

0.004489

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level < C45

C45

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

C5

1 Level > SVM 1 Level <
SVM

111

14

103

20

107

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level > SVM 2 Level <

C45

C45

108

15

C5
98

22

14

SVM
103

14
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Table 8.4. Protein 01.20.01 Metabolism of primary metabolic sugars
derivatives with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy
Label:

C45

UST
C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

1.20.01
AVG.

0.647228

0.651643

0.685763

0.711537

0.717163

STD

0.093500

0.092932

0.089360

0.100229

0.105281

VAR

0.008742

0.008636

0.007985

0.010046

0.011084

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG.

0.690213

0.490517

STD

0.100369

0.058706

VAR

0.010074

0.003446

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

207

87

210

84

142

83

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

212

81

83

158

77

210

110
Table 8.5. Protein 13.01 Ionic homeostasis with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy
Label: 131

C45

UST

C5

SVM

1 Level

2Level

AVERAGE

0.693767

0.689213

0.706512

0.735415

0.737424

STD

0.081842

0.079796

0.053468

0.066802

0.065093

VAR

0.006698

0.006367

0.002859

0.004462

0.004237

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVERAGE

0.724342

0.508886

STD

0.075842

0.050147

VAR

0.005752

0.002515

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

170

73

172

67

54

55

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

171

70

63

152

52

174
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Table 8.6. Protein 01.05.07 C-compound, carbohydrate transport with UST
versus others results.

Average classification accuracy
Label: 157

C45

UST

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.720587

0.722808

0.772268

0.773178

0.776172

STD

0.084490

0.082181

0.065284

0.062435

0.065022

VAR

0.007139

0.006754

0.004262

0.003898

0.004228

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVERAGE

0.754297

0.443547

STD

0.076992

0.054197

VAR

0.005928

0.002937

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

168

65

163

70

97

110

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

171

63

68

97

105

166
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Table 8.7. Protein 13.01.01.01 homeostasis of metal ions (Na, K, Ca etc.) with UST versus
others results.

Average classification accuracy
Label:

C45

UST

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

13111
AVERAGE

0.537677

0.553849

0.576719

0.611462

0.617491

STD

0.074537

0.082375

0.064964

.073410

00.070193

VAR

0.005556

0.006786

0.004220

0.005389

0.004927

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.582747

0.512568

STD

0.072639

0.054813

VAR

0.005276

0.003005

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

137

39

127

51

118

51

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

141

35

49

124

48

128
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Table 8.8. Protein 05.01 ribosome biogenesis with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy
Label: 5.1

C45

UST
C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.700833

0.695237

0.657565

0.682350

0.685155

STD

0.033982

0.032216

0.035005

0.036841

0.038382

VAR

0.001155

0.001038

0.001225

0.001357

0.001473

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.686836

0.505293

STD

0.034637

0.037653

VAR

0.001200

0.001418

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

16

27

17

25

33

9

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

16

27

25

33

9

17
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Table 8.9. Protein 06.01 protein folding and stabilization with UST versus others
results.

Average classification accuracy
Label: 6.1

C45

UST

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVG

0.561222

0.568070

0.585753

0.578137

0.576069

STD

0.049356

0.046013

0.034965

0.040868

0.043029

VAR

0.002436

0.002117

0.001223

0.001670

0.001851

AVG
STD
VAR

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

0.570079

0.482850

0.052678

0.035760

0.002775

0.001279

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

C5

C5

SVM

SVM

47

24

42

29

47

43

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5 2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

C5

SVM

SVM

46

26

33

31

39

37
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Table 8.10. Protein 08.13 vacuolar transport with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy

UST

Label: 813

C45

C5

SVM

1 Level

AVG

0.544490

0.555609

0.560525

0.560824

0.561862

STD

0.075523

0.072518

0.061885

0.075320

0.074384

VAR

0.005704

0.005259

0.003830

0.005673

0.005533

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.569497

0.537411

STD

0.081242

0.066285

VAR

0.006600

0.004394

2 Level

Comparisons of methods
1 Level >

1 Level <

1 Level > C5 1 Level <

C45

C45

101

88

90

2 Level >

2 Level <

2 Level > C5 2 Level <

C45

C45

110

81

105

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

96

85

89

2 Level >

2 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

86

90

83
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Table 8.11. Protein 01.06.13 lipid and fatty-acid transport with UST versus others
results.

Average classification accuracy

UST

Label: 1.6.13 C45

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.533150

0.535718

0.536973

0.586261

0.589970

STD

0.126575

0.122040

0.078373

0.125472

0.125213

VAR

0.016021

0.014894

0.006142

0.015743

0.015678

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.583475

0.506442

STD

0.051044

0.042328

VAR

0.002605

0.001792
Comparisons of methods

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

314

176

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

315

180

1 Level > C5

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

312

179

283

144

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

179

296

143

319
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Table 8.12. Protein 08.19 cellular import with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy

UST

Label: 8.19

C45

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.630333

0.629118

0.654826

0.668303

0.669005

STD

0.055713

0.053053

0.034129

0.048694

0.045544

VAR

0.003104

0.002815

0.001165

0.002371

0.002074

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.649810

0.496718

STD

0.044717

0.053503

VAR

0.002000

0.002863
Comparisons of methods

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

71

31

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

74

27

1 Level > C5

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

76

26

59

34

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

28

61

31

74
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Table 8.13. Protein 67.28 drug transporters with UST versus others results.

Average classification accuracy

UST

Label: 67.28

C45

C5

SVM

1 Level

2Level

AVERAGE

0.780112

0.782809

0.729279

0.826751

0.829124

STD

0.084681

0.086370

0.101071

0.069167

0.066971

VAR

0.007171

0.007460

0.010215

0.004784

0.004485

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.795330

0.485911

STD

0.081643

0.057323

VAR

0.006666

0.003286
Comparisons of methods

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

221

109

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

226

104

1 Level > C5

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

216

114

250

33

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

106

252

31

224
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Table 8.14. Protein 67.04.07 anion transporters (Cl, SO4, PO4, etc.) with UST
versus others results.

Average classification accuracy

UST

Label: 67.4.7

C45

C5

SVM

1 Level

2 Level

AVERAGE

0.591504

0.588087

0.598894

0.629478

0.637114

STD

0.134662

0.126594

0.108112

0.131731

0.130738

VAR

0.018134

0.016026

0.011688

0.017353

0.017092

Balanced MCT

Nearest Neighbor classifier

AVG

0.575289

0.513994

STD

0.128958

0.086184

VAR

0.016630

0.007428
Comparisons of methods

1 Level >

1 Level <

C45

C45

290

208

2 Level >

2 Level <

C45

C45

302

195

1 Level > C5

1 Level <

1 Level >

1 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

298

200

261

164

2 Level > C5

2 Level <

2 Level >

2 Level <

C5

SVM

SVM

187

273

157

312
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Figure 8.14. Comparative results on drug transport protein.
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Figure 8.15. Comparative results on respiration and anion transport proteins.
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Figure 8.16. Comparative results on ionic homeostasis and metabolic sugars proteins.
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Figure 8.17. Comparative results on proteins of homeostasis of metal ions,
cellular import and lipid transport
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8.4. Analysis of results: Why UST outperforms Decision Trees and SVMs
From the tables of results for the various classes, it is evident that Decision Trees do not
perform well on this dataset. A possible explanation is that Decision Trees only split on one
feature at a time, that is, on one bit position in the phylogenetic profiles. However, the fact that
two phlylogenetic profiles either agree or disagree in one bit position says almost nothing about
the overall similarity of one phlylogenetic profile to another. By contrast, a MLIC takes into
account the overall similarity of one whole phylogenetic profile to another. This may explain why
MLIC methods appear to outperform Decision Trees on this dataset.
The philosophy of the Support Vector Machine is to transform original (low
dimensional) data into the high dimensional space, hoping that inseparable original data may be
separable in the high dimensional space. A Support Vector Machine relies on a hyperplane in
the transformed high dimensional space to separate the data and such hyperplane can not
accommodate to the complexity of data if a real boundary to separate the data is not anything
similar to a hyperplane in the transformed space as well. Therefore, Support Vector Machines
may still yield high misclassification rates.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

9.1 An insight into biology
In 1973, the great geneticist Theodosius Dobzhansky stated “nothing in biology makes
sense except in the light of evolution”. But evolution can not be visualized by human eyes; it has
happened once and leaves only clues as to the actual events. Those clues are hidden and are
encoded inside genomes. It is the evolution of protein functions that are responsible for the
development of all forms of life. The discovery of the Overhauser effects has made protein
structures largely determined dynamically (i.e. protein folding) by experimental methods;
however functions of most proteins are still either not completely known or completely
unknown. In response to the vast amount of genomic data, the science of bioinformatics using
data mining techniques is now burgeoning out. Our ultimate goal is to utilize computational
intelligence to understand evolution at the genomic level which is the key to the mystery of life on
the earth. It is expected that computational intelligence techniques such as USTs and Ersoy’s
rare event rule extraction by neural networks and decision trees in the human genome project
shall further develop to learn more valuable information from the human genome and other
genomes efficiently.

9.2 Application of UST using DNA microarry data
Although we do not support the idea to mix DNA microarray data with protein
phylogenetic profile data due to lack of biological plausibility, the UST algorithm we developed
can also be applied to DNA microarray data. On the design of our software, we have paid
special attention to make the software applicable to DNA microarry data as well. We will
further use microarray data by USTs and combine the results with protein phylogenetic profiles.
We believe this will improve the accuracy of protein (gene) functional predictions. Combining
the results from both data (not combining both data) will also enable us to interpret and analyze
protein functional relationships on a larger scale more precisely and informatively. It is important
to realize that generation of both data; algorithms we designed and software we developed are
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the key tools to fulfill our ultimate goals, which is the plausible interpretation and practical
application of combined DNA microarray and protein phylogenetic profile information to living
systems.

9.3 Research objectives
Bioinformatics is a newly developed scientific discipline in which biology, biophysics,
biochemistry, computer science, electrical engineering, biomedical engineering, statistics and
information technology etc. merged to form a single discipline dealing with all biomedical related
information in a systematic manner at a higher global viewing point than any of the individual
disciplines that contribute the information. Our research motivation includes two types of goals.
Our ultimate research goal is to build up the theory of evolution at genomic and molecular levels.
We believe this bird view of biology may provide a guideline to many biomedical researches. In
order to achieve this ultimate goal, we are interested in several related goals, including
•

Promoting DNA microarray technologies

•

Protein function determination

•

Gene finding

•

Gene design and synthesis

•

DNA and protein sequencing and alignment

•

Protein modeling

•

Recombinant protein production

•

Biophysical characterization

•

Computational molecular modeling and simulation

•

Intelligent software development

•

Data mining and computational intelligence
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9.4 Conclusions
The complexity of biological systems will probably bring great challenges to statistical
learning methods and computational intelligence in the near future. In the light of such difficulties,
it can be expected that USTs and new computational intelligence have potential to provide
opportunities to discover biological functions in the global study of the genomic information in
place of detailed investigations of each individual protein’s primary structure and special
configuration.
High dimensional feature space, in relation to the number of available training instances,
as well as the fact that instances can belong to more than one class (a consequence of the multifunctional nature of proteins) make the classification a challenging problem for traditional
supervised learning methods. The UST algorithms introduced in this paper perform a
hierarchical decomposition of the feature space into more localized feature spaces, for which the
density of training instances in relation to the size of the localized feature space may be higher.
The advantage of this approach over conventional unsupervised methods such as neural
network SOMs and K-means is that with SOMs and K-means the number of SOM neurons or
K-means centers must be specified in advance, whereas with the UST hierarchical approach,
the number of tree nodes can adaptively increase, thus matching to the complexity of the
problem. As there are fewer tree nodes at each level in the UST hierarchical scheme than would
be the case with a flat clustering model, the solution achieved at each stage on MCT is unique,
resulting in a more robust algorithm. Furthermore, the hierarchical structure improves the scaling
properties of the algorithm by making it more computationally efficient.
Based on our experiments, UST algorithms appear to perform considerably better than
decision tree algorithms C4.5 and C5, and support vector machines, and can provide a viable
alternative to supervised or unsupervised methods alone. In addition, UST and MLIC classifiers
are capable of handling protein functional classes with a small number of proteins (rare events),
and also handle multifunctional proteins. The abilities of the USTs and MLICs to handle such
cases means that a larger dataset can be used, which may provide deeper insight into protein
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functional relationships at the genomic level, and thus may lead to a better understanding of
evolution at a molecular and genomic level.
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